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comment

The enforced working from home experiment has
been going on now for over two months, and so far,
it seems that in the same way that certain types of
people thrive in a busy open plan workplace while
others wilt, the mental eﬀects of working from
home vary wildly.
According to a survey by The Healthy Work Company to
coincide with Mental Health Awareness Week, while almost
one in four people (24 per cent) have experienced an
improvement in their mental health, 41 per cent feel ‘about
the same’ as usual and one in three (32 per cent) report a
decline in their mental wellbeing.
With lockdown being tentatively relaxed and many FMs
preparing buildings for at least a partial return of staff, levels
of stress amongst employees are expected to rise. In fact,
new research suggests that nearly half are concerned about
bringing COVID-19 back into their home from work. This is why,
in this issue of FMJ we’ve assembled the views of a variety of
experts to offer some guidance on reintroducing people to the
workplace.
The article on page 36 outlines the processes that FMs need
to follow to ready a building for reoccupation, including the
adjustments required in the design and layout of the workplace,
determining the ways in which work spaces will be assigned
and the importance of communicating clearly to people what to
expect when they return to work.
Employers’ legal obligation to assure workers the risk of
returning to work is reduced as much as possible are further
explored in our health and safety focus on page 40. And finally,
because the level of cleanliness of a workplace has never been
more vital a cleaning feature looks at the efficacy of regular
deep cleans, the importance of overhauling cleaning regimes
and the most effective ways of ensuring communal areas are
kept infection free.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of
the magazine, together with your insight into what’s happening
in the FM sector.

 sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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LEGAL VIEW - WORKPLACE
ADAPTING SHIFT PATTERNS IN
RESPONSE TO COVID-19

By Robert Crossman, Director of shift work
consultancy and workforce management software
provider Working Time Solutions
The section on shift patterns within the Government’s ‘Working
safely during coronavirus (COVID-19)’ guidance was thin to say the
least. This is a complex area of resource planning that requires FM
providers to consider a huge number of operational and personnel
factors. Given the diversity of the sector and persistent uncertainty,
each organisation will need to create tailored shift patterns that
can deal with volatility in labour demand and supply and remain
in-line with evolving restrictions. While every solution will be
diﬀerent, there are several common considerations.
DEMAND AND SUPPLY
Understanding ‘true’ demand will help identify what shift working
measures can be feasibly introduced. The wide-ranging impact
of COVID-19 requires a fresh look at what makes up demand and
a willingness to challenge the ‘old normal’. How is it changing?
What should be deemed critical and what can be re-organised
without compromising safety, service levels and productivity?
This modelling should extend to mapping minimal staﬃng
levels, skills for key tasks and scenario planning variable demand
levels. A clear picture will provide a baseline from which to
understand how social distancing, enhanced hygiene protocols and
additional workforce resilience requirements can be factored into
shift patterns without seriously impairing service delivery and
budgets.
To align demand with labour supply it’s also important to
understand the workforce’s ‘true’ availability once restrictions are
factored in. Accurately calculating the hours people have worked
and will work over any given period is key to maintaining capacity
and appropriate levels of cover. It’s also vital to identify what
potential impact any illness or self-isolation could have on the
availability of certain roles, key skills or interdependencies.
This will ensure new shift patterns factor in an appropriate level
of resilience and ﬂexibility around skills and supervision that will
support operations should there be an outbreak of COVID-19 in
your workforce.
DESIGNING & MANAGING SHIFT PATTERNS
Even when you overlay your speciﬁc demand and supply factors,
there is still an almost limitless range of shift pattern options
available. These range from fairly simple adjustments, such as
staggering start and ﬁnish times, through to a signiﬁcant restructuring of working time. There will be requirements for some
organisations to extend their operating window due to challenges
speciﬁc to COVID-19, such as social distancing, which impact
capacity to deliver.
Demand can be covered by less people by splitting down
‘traditional’ structures, creating smaller teams whose shifts run
across an extended operating window and therefore a longer cycle
that factors in additional hours required within the day and week.
It’s important to consider employee preferences and restrictions, as
well as operational constraints when designing speciﬁc solutions.
Creativity is also key. If demand is down, instead of moving
from three teams down to two, a 2.5 team structure might provide
the ﬂexibility required to maintain capacity. Similarly, rostered
holidays may be an optimal approach to smooth the labour
provision.
You must consider what options are ruled in or out by existing
employment contracts and ensure employees are engaged around
the rationale, nature and impact of any changes.
It is also vital to closely manage any new shift patterns. This
means maintaining an up-to-date view of demand, cover
requirements and labour availability as well as accurate working
time records for planning and compliance purposes.
It’s a challenging ask, but ultimately shift work must be managed
eﬀectively during the crisis and beyond to ensure the health and
wellbeing of employees is protected, service levels are maintained
and that shift patterns remain optimised and responsive to change.
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SKILLS OF 60,000 WORKPLACE
FIRST AIDERS ARE OUT OF DATE

More than 60,000 of the country’s workplace first aiders will have missed
essential re-qualification courses during the COVID-19 lockdown, according
to St John Ambulance, which is urging business and public sector leaders to
include first aid training in their plans for returning to work.
The health and first aid charity, which usually trains 250,000 workplace
first aiders each year, has responded to the crisis by offering free online
refreshers during the furlough period and by introducing socially distanced
and safe face-to-face courses from June.
According to the charity, the lockdown and requirements for return to the
workplace have left organisations and their workers vulnerable on first aid
provision in the following ways:
 61,000 first aiders will have been due to re-qualify between April and
September 30th, a period in which the Government extended the deadline
for re-qualification. This means many first aiders expected to provide first aid
in workplaces when they reopen will not have had their skills refreshed or
assessed in over three years.
 The shift patterns recommended to enable social distancing in workplaces
mean more first aiders in total will be required.
 First aiders need training in new or changed skills due to COVID-19. For
example, there is renewed guidance on carrying out primary surveys and
resuscitation.
 First aiders at early learning settings and primary schools covering more year
groups than usual are likely to need upskilling to ensure their knowledge
covers both infant and child first aid.
Plans are now underway to introduce blended learning soon, where half of
the first aid course would be completed online and the other half socially
distanced and safe.
St John Ambulance is also to run a series of free webinars on mental health
first aid in June to replace its regional conferences on the subject and has
created two new online mental health modules free of charge.

GOVERNMENT JOINS WHO AND CDC
IN CONFIRMING SAFE USE OF HAND
DRYERS DURING PANDEMIC

T

he UK government has joined global health experts, including the
World Health Organisation (WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), in approving the use of hand dryers throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic. This follows a campaign from the hand drying industry
requesting government to update its official guidelines.
The government’s ‘Working safely during
Coronavirus’ guidance was released in early
May to ensure workplaces are as safe as
possible. The information now states that, to
help everyone keep good hygiene throughout
the working day, businesses should provide
hand drying facilities in the form of either paper
towels or electrical dryers.
The guidelines previously only cited paper
towels but, following an appeal from numerous industry organisations, including
Airdri, for the use of hand dryers to be considered, the latest version now follows
the same advice as the WHO and CDC. Last month, following speculation
around the potential for hand dryers to spread COVID-19, Airdri commissioned a
leading independent microbiologist to look at such claims. Dr. Webber’s findings
confirmed that the use of hand dryers in the washroom does not contribute to
the spread of the novel coronavirus, concluding that both paper towels and warm
air hand dryers offer a hygienic way to dry hands.
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BUSINESSES FAVOUR DATES FOR THE
A PHASED RETURN TO FM DIARY

THE WORKPLACE

UKHospitality
launches alliance to
support hospitality
supplier businesses
The trade body for the UK’s
hospitality sector has launched a
new Supplier Alliance to put pressure
on the Government to support
hospitality supplier businesses that
have been hit equally as hard as
venues by the coronavirus pandemic.
The group, which draws on
UKHospitality’s supplier membership
base alongside non-members, will
push for Government support for
suppliers in line with operators,
which it says are “intrinsic” to the
functioning of the sector and will be
“critical” to its successful restart.
Its aim will be to ensure that any
ongoing measures in support of
hospitality covers the entire business
network.
UKHospitality Chief Executive Kate
Nicholls said: “The eﬀect of the
COVID-19 crisis has been acutely felt
by hospitality businesses, and the
impact is felt right across the sector.
There are many associated businesses
which rely on the sector for their
livelihood and these have been
hammered just as hard.
“Supplier businesses within
hospitality are just as wide-ranging,
varied and dynamic as the venues
themselves. Our sector supports
businesses as disparate as EPOS
companies, licensing solicitors or
even linen specialists. The shutdown
of the hospitality sector has meant
that all these businesses have been
forced into hibernation as well.
“The Government has recognised
the damage that pubs, restaurants,
hotels, bars and nightclubs have
suﬀered and have acted quickly and
decisively to provide support and
save jobs. There are many businesses
integral to the hospitality sector,
facing the same existential crisis and
they need the Government’s support
now.”
The Supplier Alliance has been
launched simultaneously with a
survey to suppliers to grasp the
scale of the problems facing supplier
businesses and the urgent need for
support.

M

ost companies plan to take a gradual, cautious
approach to bringing employees back to their
workplaces according to a new survey conducted by global
real estate advisor, CBRE.
As governments begin to lift restrictions tied to COVID-19,
roughly half of the 203 company operations that CBRE studied
across the globe are implementing touchless technology to
enhance cleanliness. Most are following social-distancing
standards. And most will provide their employees with face
coverings, though less than a third will require the covering be
worn at all times in any company facility unless mandated by
local authorities.
CBRE surveyed account leaders in its Global Workplace
Solutions business, which manages facilities and real estate
projects for large companies. The surveyed account leaders
oversee client relationships spanning 4.2 billion square feet
of workspace in offices, industrial & logistics real estate, tech
space, data centres, retail, and healthcare used by more than
38 million workers.

08-10 SEPTEMBER 2020
www.facilitiesshow.com

16 JUNE 2020

RICS Strategic Facility Management
Conference
RICS, Online, Via GoToWebinar
www.rics.org/strategicfm/

08-09 SEPTEMBER 2020
Hotel Facilities Management Expo
ExCeL, London
www.hfmexpo.co.uk

Among the key findings in CBRE’s analysis:

15-16 SEPTEMBER 2020

 Social distancing: Forty-five per cent of the companies
will follow guidance from local governments and health
agencies on social distancing in the workplace. Another 34
per cent have set their own global standard that may exceed
local guidance.

16-17 SEPTEMBER 2020

 Face Coverings: Fifty-nine per cent of companies will
provide face coverings for their employees. Twenty-eight
per cent of companies plan to require face coverings at all
times at any company property. A larger portion – 42 per
cent – will require masks only at company facilities where
mandated by local government or health-agency guidelines.
 Visitors: Only 21 per cent of companies will allow visitors to
the workplace in the early phases of reopening.
 Health screening: Forty-five per cent will require off-site
self-screening for COVID-19 symptoms by employees before
they arrive at the workplace, while 13 per cent will conduct
screening of employees on-site at every facility. Of those
allowing visitors, 35 per cent will screen visitors on-site.
 Reopening timeline: Only 20 per cent of companies intend
to reopen as soon as government restrictions are lifted. A
larger portion – 42 per cent – will do so after their internal
standards are met.
 Reopening approach: Seventy-two per cent of companies
will conduct a phased reopening with defined percentages
or groups of employees admitted over weeks or months.
Meanwhile, 52 per cent expect to give employees the
option to work from home for the foreseeable future –
although this will vary widely by industry sector and type of
operation.
 Space preparation: Among the most common steps
companies have taken to prepare their workplaces include
installing signage (82 per cent), establishing space-use
policies and guidelines for social distancing (78 per cent),
outlining social-distancing zones with floor decals and other
reminders (74 per cent), and reconfiguring furniture layouts
(61 per cent).

The Manchester Cleaning Show
Event City, Manchester
https://cleaningshow.co.uk/manchester/

RWM Exhibition
NEC Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

25 SEPTEMBER 2020
IWFM Conference 2020
Central London
www.iwfmconference.org

29 SEPTEMBER 2020

The National Facility Management and
Maintenance Show
Arena MK, Milton Keynes
www.facilityandmaintenanceexpo.co.uk

05-06 OCTOBER 2020

Facilities Management Forum
Hilton Deansgate, Manchester
www.facilitiesmanagementforum.co.uk

06-08 OCTOBER 2020
UK Construction Week
NEC Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com

09-10 NOVEMBER 2020
Smart Home Expo
NEC Birmingham
www.smarthometechlive.co.uk
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GOING DIGITAL – RICS STRATEGIC FACILITY MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

O

ver the past few
months, we’ve
all been tested in
ways we were never
tested before. The
FM sector has made a
crucial contribution
to the NHS front-line,
while the creation of a
Paul Bagust, RICS Global
Property Standards Director
new ‘home front’ has
seen FMs succeed almost overnight in relocating
office-based staff away from the workplace to
operating entirely from home.
What’s been striking is that for the vast majority
of employers, managing both their people and
processes via a digital platform has been more
successful than any of us could have guessed.
With that in mind, the annual RICS Strategic
Facility Management conference, in partnership
with IFMA, returns in 2020 on a digital platform.
Running from 08:30 am until 5:00 pm on Tuesday
the 16th June, via GoToWebinar, the conference
will explore FM in the twenties.
Major themes being explored during the event
include an economic and market analysis by Simon

Rubinsohn, Chief Economist, RICS - An expert take
on the impact of COVID-19 on the UK FM sector,
future market risks, trends and opportunities and
a snapshot of the RICS UK Facilities Management
Survey 2020.
The home working phenomenon will be
explored, with a look at how COVID-19 is changing
workplaces. While people can soon return to the
office, what needs to happen to persuade workers
and their employers that it’s a safe environment?
Because as FMs bring buildings back into operation
they’re going to have to look very different to the
pre-COVID world, with social distancing the norm.
We’ll also be exploring the new RICS
International Building Operations Standard (IBOS).
This high level, data led international standard
project delivers on the recognition of the role that
the physical space and its use has in delivering
organisational objectives. To help us understand
its implications I’ll be moderating a session with
Young Hyun, Workplace Experience Lead, Sodexo
and Nicholas Caton, Commercial Director –
Corporate Real Estate, Barclays who’ll help explain
how this RICS global standard will offer improved
consistency, benchmarking and quality throughout

the FM sector.
Our keynote panel will discuss how do we revive
our sector in a post-pandemic time which will
explore the current challenges, overcoming such
unprecedented barriers and the future for FM in the
UK. The panel includes Tim Oldman, CEO, Leesman
Index who will also be presenting the findings of
Lessman’s work at home research (supported by
RICS) which will give us some real insights into the
ways we work now.
Other sessions will explore the social impact
of the built environment, optimising wellbeing
and performance in the workplace, the effects
of digitisation on learning and the influence of
technology in real estate.
How our industry will overcome the impact of
this crisis and thrive is down to our future leaders
so our final session of the day will be devoted
to them. We’ll hear from the next generation of
leaders on why they’ve joined the sector, what
changes they want to see and what major shifts
they think will transform the profession as we
know it.
For more details visit
www.rics.org/strategicfm

OUR GREATEST OPPORTUNITY POST-COVID-19

I

’m not alone in
feeling like I have
almost forgotten
what normality (or the
old version of normality)
was before COVID-19.
After months of social
distancing, studiously
Peter Brogan, Head of Research and
Insight, IWFM
washing my hands,
trying to remember to avoid touching my face,
and keeping metres away from people during
my occasional appearances outdoors, I probably
won’t know what to do with myself when I feel
freedom again. It will be an adjustment, just as
it was when lockdown measures came into force
back in March.
When we do reach the promised land of
whatever kind of normality awaits, it’s likely
that much of it will be very familiar, and that
includes the challenges that are legacies from
pre-COVID-19 times. Sustainability is arguably
the greatest of those challenges but equally the
greatest opportunity for workplace and facilities
management professionals to make a profound
impact. Almost all of the UK’s facilities managers
already take responsibility for sustainability and,
according to the Sustainability Survey 2018,
8
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two thirds of IWFM members deem it extremely
important to their role.
The work you do in the months and years ahead
could help societies, economies, and the world
for generations to come. That isn’t hyperbole:
sustainability can be our profession’s legacy by
defining the new normal.
I don’t think it’s controversial to say that the
main priority for the foreseeable future – excluding
public health - will be nursing organisations and the
economy back to full strength. Clearly this is crucial,
but the threat this poses is that organisations could
return to old habits and prioritise cost over value the short term over the long term.
We now have the chance to build back better and
as enablers of some of the key levers that drive
organisational performance, you will have a huge
say in what happens next. Energy efficiency and
recycling or waste management are often the first
things on people’s minds when talking about the
sustainability agenda, but it goes much deeper
than that.
More organisations are looking at the wider
meaning of sustainability, including the social and
economic elements, and some FM organisations
are seeing the far-reaching benefits of incorporating
social benefits into their sustainability planning.

Workplaces that can create better health and
wellbeing outcomes bring productivity and
performance benefits to users, while organisations
that engage better with local communities and
build in basic rights to their supply chains (for
example, fair and timely pay) get increased loyalty
and service in return.
This leads me to IWFM’s Sustainability Survey,
which is not only the longest-running research
of its kind in the UK, but also one of country’s
most important evaluations of sustainability and
workplace trends. Please keep your eyes open for
the Sustainability Survey 2020 in partnership with
Inenco, which will be launched week commencing
22 June.
The findings from the survey offer an indication
of trends supporting change, the future of
sustainability, and the key driving factors
underpinning the agenda; who is leading it within
organisations, which issues are covered, how it is
measured and reported, as well as understanding
the latest issues affecting everyday practice.
You can find out more about our sustainability
work and the Survey by visiting: iwfm.org.uk/
insight/sustainability.html
The economy must be revived, but what use is a
healthy economy in an increasingly poorly world?

Elmech Solutions for
Care Home Security

Balancing the security of a care home whilst
maintaining a pleasant living environment.

Product of the year as awarded by
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wall readers.
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using AES encryption
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Easily installed, and fully scalable

Easy installation - no wiring required
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Access control management for staff and visitors

Clear audit trails
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E: internalsales@mul-t-lock.co.uk
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P

Neil McLocklin, Head of Strategic Consultancy, Knight Frank on
the development of a roadmap to how businesses can prepare
to go back to the oﬃce

ro-longed working from home has been a
challenge for many. There is an enormous
desire to get back to the office, as we realise
the social importance of the workplace, and the
ease of doing business and collaborating with
colleagues that it facilitates.
The government has outlined a roadmap for when
we can start to return to the workplace, starting with
those who can’t operate from home. However, the
message is clear – the approach must be phased and
carefully planned, otherwise we risk losing all the
gains we have made in defeating the virus.
The question for businesses is how to re-occupy
workplaces in an effective and safe way, which
ensures staff have the confidence and trust to return
and aligns with the government’s goals. We have
already witnessed staff and union resistance to a
limited return back to the office by the UK Passports
Office . It is certainly not as simple as announcing
“Everybody back next Monday”.
In response to this we have set out a five-step
process to follow, which we have developed through
collaboration across the Newmark Knight Frank
network, learning from colleagues in Asia. We have
also been part of the UK Government consultation
process.

TALK TO YOUR LANDLORD
This is the first step because it is outside your
control. A safe working environment needs to
be developed in partnership with the landlord,
whether it is ensuring that they are changing the
air conditioning filters, re-programming the lifts to
ensure no more than a social-distanced restricted
number of people can use them, or providing
signage and sanitation in the entrance. Many
landlords are being pro-active but others are still
waking up to their responsibilities in this area.

REVIEW EMPLOYEE JOURNEY
We must also review the employee journey from
home to the office, and the from the door to the desk
within the building, assessing the risks along the
way. Whilst the travel to work may not be considered
the employers responsibility, the government is
asking businesses to help mitigate the risks of over
burdening the public transport network. This is
largely taking the guise of encouraging staff to cycle
and providing appropriate facilities, or staggering
journeys, there are ways that businesses can
support. A risk assessment of all the areas within

10
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Examples include:
» Meetings – these should be avoided unless essential
» Printing – should also be avoided as printers
are a high-risk area, not only in terms of direct
virus transmission but also the documents that are
produced are another source of risk
» Encourage people to bring in their own food
» Do not share equipment of any type – keyboards,
mice, headsets

the building will identify high risk areas that would
include receptions, kitchen areas, meeting spaces,
printer hubs, and showers just to name a few.
Cleaning regimes, social distancing measures and
protocols need to be developed in each of these
areas to mitigate risk.

» Continue to wash hands regularly and for 20
seconds at a time

SOCIAL DISTANCING

The government is advising that social distancing
should continue beyond the return to work, and
some recent research from Harvard University has
suggested social distancing could continue until
2022. We need to plan for an extended period of this
‘new normal’ and ensure it is managed as a change
programme in its own right.
Many companies are training Return to Work
champions to ensure understanding and compliance
with the protocols. The new office will be a strange
place to work and one of the challenges will be
how to bring some fun and social element into the
workplace. In the same way that we have been
innovative in how we shifted to work from home,
we will need to be creative in how to make the
new workplace enjoyable. In addition, the blend of
extended working from home alongside children
being allowed to go back to school, and combined
with some work in the office will be another
continuation of this experiment. We will be able to
determine how we want to and need to work in the
future and develop the after Coronavirus workplace
that best suits our needs.

It is necessary to review the workplace using the
two metre social distancing rules, and not use desks
that are within this distance. Check-boarding the
occupancy ensures that staff are not sat opposite
and facing each other. Best practice then is to remove
the chairs form the workstations that are not within
this distance. Other spaces such as small meetings
rooms that can no longer be used with the two metre
constraint, can be re-purposed as work space. An
example of a capacity over lay can be seen below.

SUPPLIES PROCUREMENT
Once you have completed risk and capacity overlay
then you will know what to procure, whether it is
signage, masks or sanitisers, as well as how you
need to re-specify the cleaning regimes.

DEVELOP PROTOCOLS
There are many areas where new protocols need to
be developed and others reinforced strictly, such as
clear desk policy, to enable effective cleaning of the
workstation.

These protocols should be developed as strict rules
to follow.

AFTER CORONAVIRUS WORLD
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COVID-SECURE WORKPLACES
On 11 May 2020 the UK Government published ‘Our Plan to Rebuild: The UK
Government’s COVID-19 Recovery Strategy’ together with eight workplacespeciﬁc guides. These documents provide an overview for employers as to
how they can safely get their employees back on site (where they are unable
to work from home) by making their workplaces ‘COVID-secure’

UK GOVERNMENT EIGHT WORKPLACE GUIDES
The UK Government’s eight COVID-secure guides
cover a range of different types of workplace and
are divided accordingly:
 Construction and other outdoor work
 Factories, plants and warehouses
 Homes
 Labs and research facilities
 Offices and contact centres
 Restaurants offering takeaway and delivery
 Shops and branches

Reopen Work Premises after COVID-19”
 Implement physical social distancing measures
together with increased hygiene and support
these with plenty of signage
 Clearly communicate measures to staff and other
interested parties
 Provide further training if required
 Develop emergency procedures for situations
where people may fall ill with COVID-19 in the
workplace
 Ensure changed staffing levels/patterns are
reviewed in light of considerations such as fire
wardens, first aiders and other emergency roles

 Vehicles

 Establish a policy with regards to contractor
attendance and management on site

Given this approach (rather than sector-specific
guidance), the UK Government has acknowledged
that individual businesses may operate more than
one type of workplace, such as an office and a factory.
As such, employers may need to use more than one
of the guides to develop their COVID-secure control
measures.
These guides are not regulations, nor are they
Approved Codes of Practice and are therefore not
directly enforceable, but they should be considered
to be the basis upon which any inspector will assess
preparations and measures.

 Minimise travel – where travel is necessary avoid
public transport as far as possible
 Establish a policy with regards to assurances from
sites prior to employee visits to other workplaces
 Remember the down-stream impacts of such
changes (particular isolation/shielding) on staff –
enhanced mental wellbeing measures and review
of risk assessment considering stress factors may
be required

In association with

www.barbour-ehs.com

 Clinically vulnerable individuals, who are at higher
risk of severe illness (for example, people with
some pre-existing conditions), have been asked to
take extra care in observing social distancing and
should be helped to work from home, either in
their current role or in an alternative role
 People who live with clinically extremely
vulnerable individuals.
If clinically vulnerable (but not extremely clinically
vulnerable) individuals cannot work from home,
employers need to think about the safest available
on-site roles, that enable them to stay two metres
away from others.

KEY ACTIONS
The workplace guides set out a number of general
requirements that employers are expected to
follow, including:
 Conducting a specific risk assessment with
regards to the hazards associated with COVID-19
 Reducing risks as far as reasonably practicable
 Identifying and protect those at highest risk
 Implementing social distancing measures (based
on a two metre separation)
 Enabling more regular hand washing/ sanitisation
 Minimising visitors to site

SECTOR SPECIFIC GUIDANCE

 Enhanced cleaning regimes

In addition to the guidance published by the UK
Government there is also a large amount of sector
specific guidance and advice being developed.
Employers are also encouraged to refer to any relevant
trade bodies for further advice.

 Altering work/shift patterns to reduce
congregation and crowding
 Avoiding the addition of COVID-19 specific PPE so
far as possible (although face coverings may be
appropriate in certain settings)
 Communicating any new measures arising from
the risk assessment to the relevant people

COVID-SECURE MEASURES
Employers will need to devise and implement COVIDsecure control measures that are appropriate for their
individual workplace. However, the following are some
common issues which may need to be considered:
 Maintain home-working protocols as far as
possible
 Ensure that the building is safe for reoccupation
– see Barbour technical guide on “Preparing to
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PROTECTING PEOPLE WHO ARE AT HIGHER RISK
In addition to the issues outlined above, employers
must give special consideration to the following
vulnerable groups:
 Clinically extremely vulnerable individuals have
been strongly advised not to work outside the
home

 Displaying a ‘COVID-Secure’ poster in the
workplace
A separate Barbour Technical Guide – “Preparing to
Reopen Work Premises after COVID-19” – outlines
other health and safety issues that need to be
considered, before reoccupation, as a result of the
premises being empty for several weeks or months.
https://www.barbour-ehs.com

We’re here to
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TAKEN ON TRUST

ETL’s Director of Property Stephen Edgar, Project Associate Director Donna
Fitzpatrick, and Programme Associate Director Maeve Dunne outline the cost
saving opportunities for NHS Trusts in relocating and optimising oﬃce space

uncluttered layout. Studies show that those who
work in spaces with natural features reported 15 per
cent higher levels of overall wellbeing and were six
per cent more productive.

COLLOCATED TEAMS
The layout of an office should support the transition
to collocate teams who work together regardless
of which function they belong to. Integrating
delivery teams will help ensure that service requests
are coordinated between teams efficiently by
simplifying knowledge sharing.

UPTICK IN FLEXIBLE WORKING
Flexible working comes with significant benefits
to organisations and the wellbeing of staff, it helps
to avoid peak travel times, minimise non-essential
travel and works around individual lifestyles.
Researchhas found that staff are five per cent more
productive and 67 per cent of those who have
tried flexible working feel it has enhanced their job
satisfaction. Staff will increasingly have the option
of working away from the office and at different
times through hot-desking and accessibility outside
of traditional working times. Old and poorly
designed office spaces often hinder the opportunity
to encourage flexible working.

CASE STUDY: OFFICE RELOCATION
FOR AN NHS TRUST

C

OVID-19 has understandably put a huge
strain on the NHS but the successful adoption
of wholescale home working means there’s
an opportunity for Trusts to make savings in
office space by enabling staff to adopt new ways
of working. For employees this may mean a
reduction in their journey times and improved
wellbeing, while Trusts can reap the benefits of
improved connectivity and sustainability.
The support services in NHS Trusts are typically
based in large open plan areas, with organically
grown workspaces that are co-located within
clinical buildings that feature large amounts of
storage and often decades of accumulated notes,
reports and papers. These sites are often owned or
leased by a Trust, but are not suitable for clinical
activity, as many range from late 20th century office
builds, to pre-1945 heritage buildings.
The nature of the services delivered from these
facilities, means utilisation rate can be between 45
per cent and 65 per cent. Such inefficient working
environments are not conducive to productive
staff delivering high-class outputs expected of NHS
providers. Office locations can often suffer from a
lack of natural light, poor historical maintenance,
lack of air conditioning, poor Wi-Fi coverage and
limited workspace options. These types of office
spaces have been shown to reduce the productivity
of employees and reduce wellbeing.
The utilisation of the space and lack of flexibility
can lead to further inefficiencies. Staff can be
located over several floors that are arranged by
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function, which reduces opportunities to integrate.
Often office geography and physical constraints
prevent an organisation’s ability to innovate and
introduce new ways of working. For teams to fully
integrate with others and improve productivity,
most staff should be able to work as flexibly and
efficiently from any Wi-Fi enabled office space,
home, or another site.
Slow uptake of mobile technology within the
sector has had a major influence on the ability to
transform support services. To truly realise flexible
working, investment is needed in Wi-Fi to support
mobile working, a reliable network with ubiquitous
connectivity, process automation software,
collaboration solutions and software that enables
productive working.
COVID-19 is accelerating the need for office spaces
to be re-examined, not only to make them safe
for staff, but also in the light of changing attitudes
to flexible working. Home working has become
universal and this has shown how effective remote
working can be which in turn has forced investment
in ICT infrastructure. The opportunity for the NHS to
take advantage of the ‘new normal’ has never been
greater to reduce costs associated with office space
whilst improving staff wellbeing and productivity.

MODERN ENVIRONMENT
Staff happiness and productivity is improved by
vibrant and modern work environments. The new
workspace should be of a contemporary design
with natural light and features, and a clean and

ETL, a specialist healthcare consultancy, are
currently helping a major teaching hospital with
their office relocation to a modern working space,
with improved transport connections, working
environments and facilities. Transformation on this
scale is a major undertaking for any organisation
and requires strong leadership from the top to drive
success supported by open and clear dialogue with
staff.
The Trust wanted to improve the integration of
their teams and the way they worked, so there was
the vision to move to flexible working and arranging
staff by the services they deliver. However, with the
onset of COVID-19 that accelerated everything. The
space is designed to be adaptable, using technology
to support social distancing recommendations
now, as well as providing a high-class environment
for the future. By providing less desk space, it
gave the opportunity to create more collaboration
areas. Moreover, a bookable desk system has been
included, so workspaces can be planned to help
social distancing and comply with coronavirus
guidelines, with the opportunity to be repurposed for
truly flexible workspaces for an adaptable workforce.
The improvements to the Trust will substantially
reduce long-term running costs, enhance staff
wellbeing, and foster productivity. Through changes
to staff modes of travel, disposing of assets with high
energy demand and use of LED lighting, the Trust
will benefit from reduced carbon consumption and
deliver high quality services in accommodation that
meets the needs of their staff for the long term.
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FAST FACTS

CLEAR FORECAST
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

Workforce management and human capital management (HCM) technologies
can help FM mobilise and manage people and places during uncertain times says
Peter Harte, VP EMEA Kronos Incorporated
associated with an unengaged, burned
out workforce.

PROTECTING THE BOTTOM LINE
WHILE ENSURING COMPLIANCE

T

he past few months will have
posed a significant challenge
for facilities management. While
operations in some sectors, such
as cleaning or security services
within healthcare or essential retail
have been ramped up; other areas,
including foodservice, non-essential
retail and offices will have seen a
substantial decrease in requirements.
For those areas which have required
increased attention, ensuring there are
enough employees to fill demand has
been a challenge, along with ensuring
they have access to the appropriate PPE
in order to do their job. As restrictions
ease, the facilities management industry
now has the challenge of returning
people safely to work. With so much
uncertainty accurate forecasting plays
a huge role - but is also something that
has never been more difficult.
This is where the need for the right
technologies and tools to provide the
most accurate insights come into their
own. The latest workforce management
and human capital management
(HCM) technologies leverage emerging
technologies such as artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML) forecasting algorithms to create
optimal schedules, enabling managers
to accurately forecast demand and align
16
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labour accordingly. Additionally, insights
are provided into how many employees
are scheduled, where they will be
located and at what times, to ensure
adherence to safety guidelines from
governmental and health officials.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
Employee wellbeing remains a top
priority for organisations as they look at
re-entry and reopening plans. Physical
and mental fatigue and burnout
are prevalent, as many essential
organisations quickly realised as a
direct result of COVID-19 demands.
The challenges being faced vary and
are deeply personal and situational,
including caring for extended family
members, facilitating childcare, or
emerging from total isolation. Emotions
are high, and schedules are thin, so
there needs to be a more flexible
attitude to scheduling than previously.
With continuing uncertainty over
childcare for example, there is a need to
be flexible and agile when it comes to
scheduling work - so organisations must
invest in the right tools and know-how
to enable them to combat this very real
danger of burnout. Without doing so,
facilities management companies run
the risk of exacerbating the problems

For facilities management, time
tracking technologies have been
a long-term fixture. But following
the European Court of Justice’s
ruling (1) last year around requirements
for time-tracking software systems
in order to ensure full compliance
with labour laws, many facilities
managers will have already assessed
their systems. They will have been
looking into how they can bring
an even greater level of detail and
accuracy to the time-tracking process,
helping them to more easily identify
if employees are being overworked or
if their shifts are being scheduled in a
fair manner.
As the old adage says, time is
money, deadlines are strict, and
demand is incredibly hard to
anticipate manually. This is where
the best modern HCM solutions are
proving most beneficial to facilities
management companies looking for
faster, more efficient and far more
profitable digital, cloud-based tools
to track labour cost, performance
and efficiency in real-time. Ultimately,
the insights provided through the
right HCM technology can mean the
difference between profitability or
loss.

OBTAINING ACCURACY AT A TIME
OF UNCERTAINTY
The latest workforce management
and HCM solutions(2) allow facilities
management to use the most accurate
forecasting algorithms, helping
them to achieve compliance and
operational agility in a number of
ways.
Accurate forecasting ensures that

employee schedules can be created
to meet demand, as well as providing
an insight into the workforce at a time
of so much uncertainty. Workforce
management technology can keep
track of hours worked, ensure adequate
breaks for employees and run safety
checks such as conducting random drug
tests when employees clock in and out.
Workforce management and HCM
tools are also essential technologies
to provide the real-time data needed
to ensure the facilities management
industry as a whole is doing everything
it possibly can to help the UK avoid a
potential ‘second wave’ of COVID-19.
Accurate real-time workforce data
provides insights to help companies
make quick, vital decisions in times of
crisis, helping them to closely control
margins, meet project timelines and,
most importantly of all, ensure an
engaged, safe and happy workforce.
For example, if and when any further
government restrictions are enforced,
facilities management organisations
need to be able to once again dial
up or dial down operations in areas
most or least needed. By having a
workforce management solution in
place, companies can understand who
they need, when and where, as soon as
possible.
With no real end of the current crisis
in sight, using real-time labour data to
manage teams also gives managers the
insight and analytics needed to avoid
understaffing or overstaffing, thereby
helping to control margin.
In summary, the next few months
are not going to be an easy ride for any
sector and the facilities management
industry is no exception. While many
organisations are eager to hit the
ground running as soon as possible, it
is critical that employee wellbeing and
compliance are at the top of business
leaders’ agendas if they are going to
weather the current storm.
Achieving margin, ensuring an
engaged workforce and regulatory
compliance requires real-time data
about employees and their activity —
whether they are working in an office or
out on location.

REFERENCE NOTES
(1) www.bloomberg.com/opinion/
articles/2019-05-16/eu-time-trackingruling-could-generate-usefulproductivity-data
(2) www.kronos.com/blogs/tags/
managing-through-times-of-uncertainty
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BLOG FROM RORY MURPHY, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, VINCI FACILITIES

 NHS Property Services Ltd www.linkedin.
com/company/nhs-property-services-ltd/ This
week’s Customer Update outlines how we are
supporting customers that vacated one of our
buildings due to COVID-19, safely reoccupy it
over the coming months. You can download
the guidance from our website: https://bit.
ly/3dgS6g7
 @ISSUKCommsIt’s June it’s #PrideMonth!
At ISS, we support our diverse communities
& #ISSGreatPeople & for #Pride2020 we’re
going #rainbow again with our profiles!
 BCC @britishchambers As #lockdown
restrictions are eased, face coverings can help
reduce the risk of transmission to keep your
business safe and should be worn in enclosed
spaces. http://ow.ly/m10h50zS1Sr
 Acas @acasorguk Make sure everyone is
#workingsafely on outdoor sites. #StayAlert
@bizsupportgovuk Read full guidance here:
https://bit.ly/2zttF05
 Paul Crilly FIoD https://www.linkedin.com/
in/paul-crilly-fiod-1643232/ MD at NJC (Not
Just Cleaning Ltd) There has never been a
better time to recognise the value of a clean
environment and properly recognise the people
who deliver it, consistently, every day. The term
unsung hero has never been more appropriate.
 Neil Usher www.linkedin.com/in/neilusher/
Chief Partnerships Officer @GoSpace AI &
Author of ‘The Elemental Workplace’ (2018)
Just thought I’d mention that this little number
will be published later this year
 Health and Safety Executive @H_S_E The
NHS Test and Trace service is designed to
help businesses work safely in England.
Employers must encourage workers to heed
any notifications to self-isolate and continue
to support them in isolation. See the guidance:
https://bit.ly/2zDeFx0 #coronavirus
 CIOB @theCIOB Find the latest updates
for how the Coronavirus is affecting the UK
construction industry. We are collaborating
with many professional bodies on the updates
available on the Build UK website at
http://orlo.uk/lCEzm
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LEAVING LOCKDOWN WITH PURPOSE

A

lmost eight weeks to the day since my
last blog and we seem to be taking pigeon
steps out of lockdown. The delicate
balancing act of public health versus economic
wellbeing means that the stay at home message
has been loosened and a version of normal life,
albeit very slowly, is beginning to return.
Before writing anything of substance though
this month I must take a moment to thank every
member of the FM family throughout the UK
that has delivered professional, critical and
unwavering support to our nation in a time of
national crisis.
COVID-19 has disrupted every part of normal
life and whilst some in the FM community fixate
on the return to the ‘office’ we should remember
that as we emerge from this pandemic, many of
the challenges our sector faced at the beginning
of the year remain.
Rory Murphy, Commercial Director, VINCI Facilities
In terms of the environment the COVID crisis
Support must be focussed on building a
has seemingly given our planet some breathing
stronger economy that balances the long-term
space with air travel, vehicle movements and
wellbeing of people, whilst creating meaningful
CO2 production all hugely decreased in a way
employment opportunities that support
that even three months ago would have been
economic and social development. We need to
unimaginable.
focus on tackling climate change with the same
How our global economies emerge from this
energy and resources that COVID-19 has attracted
crisis must not be allowed to take us back to
whilst building a more resilient and inclusive
where we were. In mid-April the UN celebrated
society.
the 50th Anniversary of ‘Earth Day’ reaffirming
How we emerge from this pandemic and our
that whilst COVID-19 is clearly the biggest
response to the climate emergency
challenge facing the world since
will be the defining issue for our
WW2 the planets unfolding
generation. If we have any
environmental crisis is an even
chance of hitting net zero
deeper emergency.
emissions by 2050 then how
So, does COVID-19 offer
How
we
emerge
from
we behave in the next 10
us a once in a generation
this pandemic and our
years will be critical. The
chance to ‘build back
design, construction and
better’ in terms of how our
response to the climate
operation of the built
businesses, organisations
emergency will be the
environment is in our
and economies recover?
gift to influence, how we
If we are smart about
deﬁning issue for our
utilise space or even how
our recovery can we
generation.
we commute to and from our
ultimately deliver the triple
workplaces should be clearly in
bottom line benefits that can
our focus.
be achieved from truly focusing on
The stark reality now though,
People, Planet and Profit. To achieve
however, is how will our economy respond
these benefits though and to turn COVID-19
to saving our planet when the devasting effects
into a positive disrupter, we must lock in many of
of COVID-19 mean that in the immediate term
the changes in behaviour that this pandemic has
may organisations are focused on just staying in
brought.
business?
Do we all need to travel as much as we once
The answer to that fundamental questions is
did? How can we maximise our new-found
going to be played out right across our profession
appetite for digital collaborations? How do we
and sector over the coming years and we will
ensure our respect for care and key workers is
never be forgiven by future generations if we miss
maintained? How do we continue to harness the
our opportunity.
wellbeing elements of being locked down and the
I would suspect that, given that many of the
daily exercising, the enforced family time and the
businesses in our sectors and beyond will have
appreciation of some of the simpler things in life?
benefitted from significant COVID-19 support from
As our Government look to provide the
our Government, organisations will come under
undoubted stimulus that will be required for our
even more pressure to be a force for good. The
economy post COVID how can we ensure that
new normal may indeed require us all to focus on
those measures consider the wider impacts of
the people and planet, whilst ensuring we deliver
the health and wellbeing of our nation and in the
purpose as well as profit in all that we do.
broadest sense our planet.
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According to a recent
survey 10 per cent
of buildings have
achieved over half (54
per cent) reduction
in energy use since
the lockdown. Once we
get back to BAU how can
organisations aim to reach
their sustainability targets,
especially if buildings are subject to
social distancing measures?

return to the workplace with
social distancing measures
in place and this reduced
occupancy has consequences
for the buildings’ services. For
example, with reduced staff
numbers it may be possible to
close off certain areas, especially
small spaces where social distancing
isn’t feasible. The services to these areas
can then be either switched off or linked to
occupancy control so that energy is only being
used when it’s needed. There will also be reduced
demand for comfort cooling as fewer people generate less heat.
However, there is evidence that viruses can be spread around
a building by recirculating ventilation systems, so best practice

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE ENERGY SERVICES DIRECTOR’S VIEW

guidance is to turn off recirculation of air and introduce optimal
levels of fresh air from outside. This may result in increased
energy consumption, but health and safety considerations are
paramount.
Given all of these variables it’s essential to understand how
During the COVID-19
the buildings are performing and this is greatly facilitated by
lockdown, many
smart systems that can monitor key metrics remotely. This
businesses have
knowledge enables optimisation of systems from an energy
successfully transitioned
perspective without compromising on health and safety and
to staff working from
underpins informed management of energy consumption and
home and this is likely
identification of any areas of energy wastage.
to continue even after
Smart Building systems are now so advanced that they
lockdown restrictions
can detect if meeting rooms have been occupied during a
are eased. Existing
scheduled period and can adjust the heating & cooling within
opinions about the
the room to reflect whether the meeting has taken place.
feasibility of remote
Brown
These same systems can even help staff who may be unfamiliar
working have suddenly
Stuart Dentonwith the building to locate appropriate areas minimising
been challenged, and
unnecessary employee movement around a
how organisations
building.
adapt to this new
It is now clear that, whilst lockdown
way of working could well determine their future.
Withdrawing from a traditional, office-based work
measures will be gradually eased over the
The successful move to
coming months, the COVID-19 threat
culture towards a more agile way of working
has been predicted for many years but we now
is likely to remain for many months
work from home is already
to come. Organisations therefore
find ourselves in a situation where it has been
leading businesses to question
need to take a long-term approach to
widely enforced with negligible planning and
revising their working practices and
preparation.
whether they need as much office
property usage. By installing energy
The successful move to work from home is
space or whether their space can be
conservation measures such as LED
already leading businesses to question whether
Lighting, HVAC solutions, BEMS,
they need as much office space or whether their
used more effectively.”
green power solutions and smart
space can be used more effectively. At the same
– Stuart Denton-Brown
building controls and systems,
time businesses are looking at how they can then
organisations can reduce energy and water
make the remaining space more efficient, flexible and,
of course, carbon-efficient using technology to aid the
consumption and carbon emissions whilst
increasing their bottom line and improving building
transition.
environments for staff. 
Nevertheless, many organisations will require some staff to

STUART DENTON-BROWN, ENERGY SERVICES DIRECTOR
CORPORATE, ENGIE
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THE ENERGY MANAGER
ASSOCIATION’S VIEW
GILLIAN BROWN, ENERGY MANAGER AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW & EMA BOARD DIRECTOR
As the lock
down took hold
with very little
notice, many
of us walked
out of buildings
completely for
weeks on end.
In many cases,
buildings were
shut completely
with no people
entry possible,
Gillian Brown
however
much of the
equipment
within these buildings had to continue to run as normal.
Whether this was a lab or IT equipment, archive stores,
swimming pools or animal centres, these functions
utilise much of the energy consumption whether people
occupy the building space or not.
As workplaces are slowly reopened there are several
changes which need to be considered to ensure social
and physical distance measures, where possible,
are adhered. Workplaces are now being asked to
fundamentally change the structure and set up of office
space, shift patterns along with entry and exit times
and spaces. These changes are expected to affect the
energy consumption of buildings and therefore will have
an impact on achieving energy and carbon reduction
targets already in place within several organisations.
These changes to when and how we occupy a building
will likely increase energy consumption and therefore
carbon emissions from many buildings. As a very basic
minimum, it would be expected that extended opening
hours would lead to HVAC systems running for longer
periods of time. Electricity consumption will increase as
electrical equipment will be required to run for extended
periods to allow more flexible working and changes
to shift patterns. IT equipment will require increased
processing power for more people working remotely.
Fans and motors will have longer run times as air
changes are increased during working hours, along with
the potential to increase overnight purging of air.
It will take time to fully understand how these
changes will tangibly affect the energy consumption
and resultant carbon emissions from buildings over
the longer term. In the short term, there are some basic
actions we can take to ensure we manage this change.
Firstly, upskilling staff to understand the effect that this
new norm will have on energy consumption. Whether
people are back in full time, reduced hours or simply
working from home more, enabling them to have a

heightened awareness of their energy consumption
and specifically what is being left on and why will help
reduce wasted energy. As spaces are expected to be less
frequently used, asking staff to undertake simple actions
such as turning off IT equipment, printers and office air
conditioning will increase energy ‘ownership’.
Secondly, for energy and building professionals,
working together to share experiences and good practice
will help everyone move through this new challenge
together. Organisations such as the Energy Managers
Association (EMA) can facilitate knowledge sharing,
provide good practice examples and help connect likeminded professionals facing the same issues to create
collaborative and innovative solutions.
Lastly, reviewing energy and carbon targets to account
for these new changes will allow organisations to be in a
better position when reporting changes to consumption
and emissions. The volume of energy and carbon
savings achievable in the short term is likely to decrease
and this needs to be realised and accounted for. 

THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY EXPERT’S VIEW
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reduce energy and carbon use, which will also save costs – something
which is high on the agenda for many in the current environment.
The next step is to use this strategy to maximise energy savings
throughout the business. This can be kickstarted by reconfiguring the
building management system (BMS) to suit new occupancy levels, for
example when operating on only selected floors or if the building’s
opening times have changed. Ensuring the BMS is connected to
the cloud allows these changes to be made and any problems fixed
remotely, which is much quicker, and potentially safer, than sending
an engineer to site.
For those that are serious about reducing their impact on the
planet, switching to renewable energy sources is key. In fact, in May
Mitie announced it was joining the RE100 initiative, having already
switched all our sites to 100% renewable electricity. With prices
at a record low, now is the time to get a great deal on a long-term
renewable energy contract.
As the BMS highlights, technology is the best way to optimise
energy reduction. Not only does it enable businesses to optimise
assets, it also provides data which can support decision making – for
example, which buildings to keep open or closed.
Connected workspace sensors are also very effective. In our own
head office in The Shard, we have sensors installed all over the site
– to monitor hot desk and meeting room occupancy, temperature
and air quality. In the ‘new normal’ these will not only support social
distancing, but by feeding data into the BMS in real-time, HVAC
systems and thermostats can be controlled accordingly.
The final step is to prepare for the future. Businesses that have
re-evaluated their net zero strategy and invested in technology will be
more agile, responding quickly to future challenges such as changes
to the nation’s lockdown status. Thinking beyond COVID-19, it’s also
important to start planning for the bigger picture now – whether
that be building an electric vehicle fleet or slashing supply chain
emissions.
Whilst we may never return to exactly what was once business as
usual, there is an opportunity to influence how we bake sustainability
in to our ‘new normal’ by including it from the outset. By taking
these green steps, businesses can ensure their environmental targets
remain on track. 

THE ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST’S VIEW
CHRIS HAVERS, PROGRAMME DIRECTOR OF THE SUSTAINABLE
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT INDEX
So long as there are fewer people in buildings, logic suggests that
energy, waste and water consumption are likely to remain lower
than usual. However, framing the impact of social distancing on
sustainability targets in this way
ignores the bigger picture. It
should also make us question
what we mean when we say,
‘business as usual’.
Lower occupancy rates should
lead to a reduction in direct
consumption on-site. But any
organisation that changes its
business model to incorporate
a bigger share of home working
risks transferring consumption
Chris Havers
rather than removing it. When a
company moves its data centre
from its facility to the cloud, it shifts
its emissions to the new host. Similarly, moving to a home working
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model will transfer energy consumption to the employee. It shifts the
organisation’s emissions accounting from direct scope 1 impact to
indirect scope 3 impact.
That said, the broader findings from the research in question
suggest that lockdown has not produced the results that we might
expect. The average reduction in energy across the 300 buildings
included in the study was just 16 per cent. One explanation for this
is that many building operations are pre-set and will not change
according to use or occupancy.
As a result, facilities managers need to understand how their
building has performed during the lockdown. They should find
out how many people occupied the building as well as the daily
consumption of the space. Doing so will help them determine
whether their building operations are pre-set or tied to factors such
as occupancy.
If they are pre-set, facilities managers should identify what changes
need to occur to accommodate fluctuating demand. Possible
measures include building in start and stop times for assets and
systems, managing HVAC settings and lighting levels, and unplugging
items that will be left unused. FM departments will also need to
reappraise their FM agreements to enable these changes.
Facilities managers have the opportunity to drive operational and
sustainable strategy at a time when organisations are looking for
leadership. For the businesses that adopt home-working, FMs should
consider the impact that remote workers have on areas such as
energy consumption and look to instigate real behavioural change.
Likewise, in the workplace, FMs will need to ensure that building
operations align with use, occupancy and behaviours, and engage
with landlords and employees to make it work. The alternative is that
2020 becomes an anomaly and everything returns to ‘business as
usual’. 
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CASE SUDY

QUADRAM INSTITUTE

FIT FOR THE

FUTURE
Designing and managing a building with collaboration at its heart has
been key to the success of a landmark healthcare research facility.
Richard Walder, Sector Director of Science and Technology (UK) at
Buro Happold(i) and Nora Claudio Familiar, Project Architect at NBBJ(ii),
explain how it was achieved through building design
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T

he Quadram Institute(iii), a landmark
healthcare research facility in the heart
of Norwich’s science park(iv), brings three
very different and unique healthcare and
research organisations under one roof.
This created a number of challenges for the
design and facilities management teams. It
was fundamental to strike the right balance
between designing a space used by multiple
organisations and creating a facilities
infrastructure suitable for all.
The first of its kind in Europe, the £75 million
Quadram Institute provides a space that
encourages greater collaboration between three
resident organisations – the former Institute
of Food Research (now Quadram Institute
Bioscience), research departments from the
University of East Anglia(v) and the Norfolk &
Norwich University Hospital (NNUH) endoscopy
department(vi) – while providing state-of-the
art facilities for NHS patients. The project was
designed by a team led by international science
and healthcare design architects NBBJ and
integrated engineering consultancy Buro Happold.
The 14,000m2 building is home to 300
researchers exploring the relationship between
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diet and disease, along with 100 clinicians
and support staff. It incorporates a new
Clinical Research Facility that hosts research
studies into a range of health conditions,
involving patients and volunteers. The
building also welcomes 40,000 patients each
year at the largest colorectal surgery and
gastrointestinal endoscopy unit in Europe.

ENHANCING THE WORKING
ENVIRONMENT
To design and develop the Quadram
Institute it was essential to understand
the use and governance requirements
of each organisation from the outset, so
the design team addressed the challenge
by regularly meeting key members from
each organisation. The team worked
with over 50 client-side users during
design and construction, including
researchers, laboratory managers, PhD
students, clinicians, nursing staff and
senior managers. This ensured a broad
understanding of the requirements for
each organisation, together with essential
standards and regulations. As well as coping
with Health Technical Memoranda (HTMs)
and individual requirements for each client,
the team also had to pay careful attention
to the vast amount of specialist equipment
onsite; this includes Containment Level
2 and Containment Level 3 laboratories,
which have very strict security and
operational requirements.
The concept design stages were
interactive and consultative, comprising
a series of design workshops, meetings
and presentations to users and the
wider stakeholder groups to discuss
aesthetic, operational, technical
and security details. This process was
essential in identifying common ground
as the three organisations, understandably,
did not wish to compromise on the core
functions of each space. There was a strong
desire for each to retain its own identity
within the building, to work independently,
while also looking for opportunities to
interact with one another.
The intensive briefing captured the key
challenges for the design team: creating a
welcoming environment for the public and
patients while ensuring that research work
would not conflict with patients’ positive
experience. Security and people movement
were also crucial, to ensure that the public
did not enter any restricted areas.
To tackle this problem, the team
optimised the working environment to
both improve operational functionality, and
reduce energy consumption in laboratory
spaces. By testing different scenarios using
Buro Happold’s Lab Analytics tool, which
analyses people flow, the team examined

QUADRAM INSTITUTE
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which entrance layout worked best to
establish clarity and wayfinding for the
public, hospital staff, and researchers.

CULTIVATING COMMUNICATION,
COLLABORATION AND CREATIVITY
As well as finding the best layout to direct
the flow of visitors and staff through the
building, the design team used the people
flow analysis to create a building which
encourages more communication – and
therefore collaboration – among the
staff, identified as one of the Quadram
Institute’s primary goals.
Studies on workplaces and labs have
shown that several factors impact
the quality and efficiency of working
environments. These factors include the
quality of the spaces, the organisational
structure and culture, communication
patterns, types and diversity of people
employed and operational processes. So,
combining these factors and studying
them provides a powerful, holistic
assessment of the effectiveness of the
research environment.

The intensive brieﬁng
captured the key challenges
for the design team: creating a
welcoming environment for the public
and patients while ensuring that
research work would not conﬂict
with patients’ positive
experience.”
Therefore, as well as
looking at the entrance layouts, the team
were also able to look at connections
and stopping points that could help to
‘engineer’ those chance meetings and
encourage people to communicate – and,
potentially, to collaborate. By increasing
the number of opportunities for these
ad hoc interactions, the environment
becomes more appealing to people, which
leads to increased productivity and quality
of outputs.
Having this analysis meant that
each client received a diverse range of
options, which they could use to refine
their strategic, design and operational

decisions, focused on maximising research
effectiveness.
The team identified early on that lines
of visibility are fundamental to a building
that aims to encourage and stimulate
collaboration. Large glazed openings
provide crucial lines of sight from office
desks to laboratory benches and between
floors across the atrium light well. By
reducing the number of cellular offices, the
open plan interior frees up space to create
additional breakout areas, particularly
around the atrium and link bridges. While
the open-plan scheme exists throughout
the building, the flexibility of these spaces
allows each department to break up the
space as needed.
Other design moves include the
organisation and sharing of space in formal
and informal ways. Different research
groups are intentionally sharing office
space, while meeting rooms and other
building amenities are used collectively
by occupants to encourage engagement
between clinicians, researchers and both
external UK and international collaborators.
Common areas are also shared elements,
which can be used by each partner on
their own or together; hence, the building
inspires inter-connection across the wider
research park campus. In that respect,
JUNE 2020
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the ground-floor canteen offers an informal
environment for conversation and the atrium
provides additional space to host events and
exhibitions.

ENERGY REDUCTION
Addressing energy use was another principal
objective for the project, as a way to mitigate
against the complex and energy-hungry areas,
from clinical to bio-containment, which are
typical for a project of this nature. From an
energy point of view the biggest challenge was
to design the heating, cooling and electrical
systems for a single building with multiple
requirements and standards.
As energy reduction was crucial to the design,
the level of internal environmental control and
analysis was carefully considered; opportunities
to safely reduce the traditionally applied
laboratory air change rates were an important
element.
The air change rate is the biggest source
of energy consumption in a healthcare
environment; if the amount of air moving
around the building is reduced, this changes
how often it needs to be heated or cooled. This
was particularly applicable in the laboratories
– rather than the hospital – as HTM standards
would inform the hospital’s design. In existing
facilities, the use of 12 air changes per hour
in laboratories was common. At the Quadram
Institute, the team were able to reduce this to
six air changes per hour, which enabled them
to use the night set mode and thus override the
system. This allows the system to be reduced to
lower levels for scientists working at night.
Energy efficiency strategies were employed
across the facility by considering the use of
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natural light. Large internal glazed openings
promote connectivity between the research
teams and those involved in patient care.
All spaces are flooded with natural light and
views through the building to the exterior,
with wellness for users at the heart of the
design. The intention is to connect building
users directly with their environment while
maintaining a level of comfort that supports
the Quadram Institute’s best work.

MANAGING MAINTENANCE AND BEING FIT
FOR THE FUTURE
In addition to monitoring energy levels,
it was important for the client to create
systems that would support the facilities
team once the building was operational.
With the pace of research evolving at an
unprecedented rate, it was essential that
the building services could adapt to future
needs.
The Quadram Institute uses a single
building management system, providing
a consistent operational platform across
each of the resident organisations. While
each organisation has its own requirements
for temperature levels and airflow in key
spaces, the open-plan offices are set at
a temperature to allow a good band of
comfort. The laboratory systems operate
over a variety of different time periods and
temperatures. These can be manipulated
by the facilities team or via user override
switches to reduce the need to cool
unoccupied spaces.
The laboratories are designed with
exposed high-level services in the open-plan
areas, allowing the use of fabric ducts for
draft-free air distribution, easy maintenance
and adaptability. This also creates a
striking feature and an enhanced feeling
of spaciousness. Spare capacity has been
provided within the utility distribution, with
distribution zones at regular intervals. This
allows for system upgrading without major

disruption to the installation and building
operation.
The client’s need to respond quickly and
innovatively to the latest user needs requires
a flexible approach to delivering highperformance spaces, and an approach was
identified early on to allow workspaces to be
modified as teams changed and developed.
Open-plan offices are easily configurable
to accommodate different research groups
due to a reduced number of cellular offices.
Similarly, each laboratory can flex and adapt
to accommodate a range of uses.

LOOKING AHEAD – TO A POST
COVID-19 WORLD
Ground-breaking new research from the
Quadram Institute is already making an
impact within the community and benefitting
wider society. This is exemplary of the huge
potential that the Quadram Institute has in
its new home. Bringing diverse disciplines
together under one roof will undoubtedly
foster collaboration, as well as contribute to
major progress in the fight against diseases
such as cancer and diabetes.
The groundwork has undoubtedly paid
off, as scientists from the Quadram Institute
have volunteered to join the flight against
COVID-19 by working with staff at the NNUH
to process thousands of COVID-19 tests –
demonstrating how vital a resource it is to
the UK’s healthcare service, as a catalyst for
collaboration.
Photos: Quadram Institute ©Nick Gutteridge

REFERENCE NOTES
(i) www.burohappold.com
(ii) www.nbbj.com
(iii) https://quadram.ac.uk
(iv) www.norwichresearchpark.com/
(v) www.uea.ac.uk
(vi) www.nnuh.nhs.uk/departments/
gastroenterology/
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CLEAN AND CLEAR
As more of us prepare to return to the workplace, cleaning
specialists oﬀer advice on the steps FMs should take to
help ensure their premises remain clean and infection free

T

he Government has now confirmed
that many businesses – such as nonessential retailers can now reopen and,
although those who can work from home
can continue to do so, the majority of
organisations are preparing workplaces
for at least partial reoccupation. For
FMs this means ensuring that buildings
are made ready to safely reintroduce
occupants and once people are back, are
kept as sanitary as possible.
Before reopening, commercial buildings
will require a deep clean, but what does
that mean in practice? According to Dale
Jones, Head of Technical Development
at Alcumus SafeContractor, under the
Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare)
Regulations(1) there is a legal duty to ensure
that all premises and workplaces are kept
sufficiently clean, but there is no real legal
definition of what constitutes a deep clean.
However, there is reference within HSE
guidance for the need for high standards
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of cleanliness for controlling exposure to
substances hazardous to health.
“The type and level of cleaning required prior
to reoccupying your premises will depend on
your risk assessment for your particular site
and/or the activities undertaken,” explains
Jones.
“There are a number of things to consider.
For some businesses the workplace may have
been closed down for a number of weeks, so
you will need to consider whether anyone has
periodically gained access to the facility i.e.
to undertake maintenance or security related
tasks. Are you aware of any of your workforce
coming down with COVID-19 and had access
to the facility during the lockdown period or
simply when was the last time [the building]
was thoroughly cleaned?
“Some businesses are seeing it as best
practice to deep clean their premises, to
ensure everything is as clean and safe as
possible prior to bringing back the team. It is
also a very visual reminder to the workforce

that as a business you are taking safety
seriously.”
In terms of the products you should use to
carry out a deep clean, Dominic Ponniah, CEO
of Cleanology says there are many different
systems on the market, but: “We recommend
products that contain active biocides
specifically designed for the cleansing and
disinfecting of hard and soft surfaces, as well
as proven for use on skin. It is important to
access all hard-to-reach areas, without leaving
surfaces wet.
“Our system, for example, uses a mist spray
with fogging technology that deals effectively
with a range of bacteria, viruses and fungi,
including MRSA, E-Coli, HIV-1 and Coronavirus
viruses. Companies should be able to provide
you with a certificate of completion if you
require it for insurance. It may also be prudent
to commission deep cleaning of offices, toilets
and kitchens, and focus on areas and items
such as IT, carpets and upholstery and hard
floors.”

CLEANING REGIMES
The way cleaning regimes are organised is
one of the most noticeable changes following
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COVID-19. Says Ponniah: “Prior to the
arrival of the virus, increasing numbers
of customers were shifting to night-time
cleaning; now we are seeing the reverse.
Instead of sending 10 cleaners to manage a
night-time shift, for example, we have had
many requests for a team of three cleaners
throughout the day. Employers want to
reassure staff that they are taking hygiene
seriously, and increased cleaning – and
visible evidence of increased cleaning – is
the first step.”
He warns that mobilising staff will be a
challenge for cleaning firms which have
furloughed people during lockdown. Since
employees are not permitted to work while
on furlough, bringing them back to work for
just one of maybe three of their usual jobs
has huge implications for their finances.
Another important area to consider is
how often it will be necessary to carry out
a deep clean and how can this be managed
when the building is occupied? Andrew
Broderick, Group QHSE and Sustainability
Director, Churchill, believes this will vary
depending on office size, COVID-19 cases
and the number of occupants, but as long
as COVID-19 still presents a risk, every
office, workplace and building will require
regular deep cleans.
He says: “High-risk touchpoints such as
door handles, IT equipment and taps will
need thorough cleaning multiple times a
day. Occupants should be discouraged from
keeping too many personal items on their
desks, and can be provided with cleaning
spray and wipes to clean their desks at the
end of each day.”
Lee Hatwell – Director at Munday +
Cramer warns there is varying evidence
in terms of the depth of clean required,
but certainly a daily regime should be
instigated as a minimum, with anything
‘touched’ cleaned down with suitable antibacterial surface cleaners.
He says: “This could be enhanced with
the use of an ionisation spray used at the
end of the day, that will improve cleaning
over larger surfaces. Getting staff to take
responsibility with hand-washing and the
cleaning down of surfaces more regularly
will also enhance protection.”

CLEANING

At the same time, a one-way system can
be implemented to avoid people passing
each other on the stairway.
“Of course, it may not be possible to
close off every communal area so the
next step is to identify high-risk areas
and touchpoints and ensure that the
cleaning regime pays extra
attention to them. Certain
staff can be allocated to
tasks or equipment
to reduce the risk
of transmission.
For example, one
person on the FM
team might take
responsibility
for switching the
lights on and off
each day. A simple
action like that
goes a long way to
reducing transmission.”
Hatwell adds that
automated doors are an obvious
quick-win, although costly. A slightly
simpler solution, although not viable for
all doors, would be to add handsfree door
openers.
The easiest way to remedy the potential
problem of lifts is to take them out of
service, but as this can pose DDA-related
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issues, it might be worthwhile restricting
use of lifts to those with mobility issues.
He says: “At the very least, due to the
confined spaces, operating a one-in,
one-out policy would be beneficial. The
provision of hand sanitisers stations
throughout facilities is an obvious addition.
Equally, again this applies everywhere,
but every step should be taken to get
individuals to follow best practise
in terms of hand-washing and
maintaining hygiene to avoid
further cross-contamination.”

The easiest way to remedy
the potential problem of lifts is
PROTECTING WORKERS
to take them out of service, but as
“If you are looking to use
this can pose DDA-related issues, it
your own workforce to
undertake the cleaning
might be worthwhile restricting
process”, says Jones, “ensure
you follow the government
use of lifts to those with
guidance COVID-19: cleaning
mobility issues.”
in non-healthcare settings . The
(2)

guidance covers topics such as personal
protective equipment, surfaces to focus
on, what chemicals / substances to use
and what to consider before placing used
cleaning equipment in the waste.”
And when it comes to protecting their
cleaning staff, cleaning firms need to
ensure individual protection such as
providing all members of staff with fabric

COMMUNAL SPACES
Another major issue for FMs is to lessen the
risk of contamination in communal spaces,
including lifts, entrances/receptions and
break-out areas. Broderick advises that
the first step is to conduct a workplace
risk assessment and then isolate off any
communal areas that don’t need to be in
use.
“Some businesses may be able to close
lifts and ask people to use the stairs only.
JUNE 2020
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face masks and gloves.
Says Ponniah: “We expect staff to wash
their hands on arrival and if, for any
reason, they need to remove gloves while
working, to use sanitiser. Staff have also
received clear instructions to adhere
to the two-metre distancing rules at all
times.
“Although the masks and gloves are
primarily for our own staff, we have been
working with clients to provide equipment
for their employees, and offer ‘Welcome
back’ kits of sanitiser and masks for staff
returning to work. Cleaning firms should
also be able to offer other products, such
as door handle protection, footwear
disinfection, and office sanitisers.”
“Digitally connected and controlled taps
unlock enhanced functionality. They offer
gesture control so water temperatures can
be easily adjusted without needing to
touch the tap. These products also
enable programmable flow times
to help encourage the different
handwashing processes for
users, from the public to
nurses and surgeons.
“Products must be easy
to clean, with minimal joins
and external components.
Pathogens that cause
bacterial or viral illnesses can
live on hard surfaces for some
time, posing a risk to users if not
effectively removed. As we learn
more about the possibilities this evolving
technology can offer, manufacturers must
work with facility managers to ensure users
benefit from the latest innovations.”
Broderick says that while bathrooms are
certainly an important consideration when
managing hygiene: “COVID-19 doesn’t
discriminate between a bathroom, kitchen,
desk or any other space, and so cleaning
programmes shouldn’t either. In fact, FMs
should consider installing hand sanitation

HYGIENIC WASHROOMS
Special attention may be
required in bathrooms
to encourage hand
hygiene and keep
facilities sanitised.
This is where
developments
in automation
come into play.
“It’s vital that
the role modern
taps play in
actively promoting
hand hygiene and
creating safe public
spaces is recognised,”
says Stuart Skinner, Senior
Product Manager at washroom controls
specialist Rada. “Taps with non-touch
controls help manage the risk of crosscontamination. This functionality is wellestablished, particularly in hospitals and
care facilities, but touchless interaction
should be considered as an option for
promoting hygienic facilities in every
setting.

FMs should consider installing
hand sanitation stations around the
oﬃce, especially near high-risk areas.
This will enable occupants to manage
their hygiene more eﬃciently, and
reduce the strain on bathroom
hygiene facilities.”

FLOOR COVERED

Garry Bateman, Head of Technical
Services at Forbo Flooring Systems,
provides some practical advice
on how FMs can safely clean and
sanitise floor coverings within
domestic, commercial and healthcare
environments; the significance of
which has evolved tenfold since the
Coronavirus outbreak.
Buildings need to be clean, secure
and well maintained to ensure that
they are safe for those who use them
and this includes the need to regularly
clean and sanitise floor coverings.
When cleaning floor coverings,
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consideration must
be given to the
manufacturer’s
recommended
cleaning chemical
type to avoid
any detrimental
damage to the floor surface. The
generic standard type of detergent
recommended within the flooring
industry is a pH neutral (7-8 pH)
based cleaning agent. This strength of
product will not affect the commonly
used PU factory surface coatings of
floor coverings. However, the use of

stations around the office, especially near
high-risk areas. This will enable occupants
to manage their hygiene more efficiently,
and reduce the strain on bathroom hygiene
facilities.”
He also advises that cleaning audits need
to be stepped up to ensure standards are
maintained, with FMs creating audits and
checklists to manage every single aspect of
workplace risk, hygiene, two-metre social
distancing and cleaning.
He concludes: “Even when people are
fully aware of the threat COVID-19 poses,
standards can drop and old habits picked
back up. Ideally, daily visual inspections
should be carried out and a more formal
audit process introduced on a weekly
basis to ensure that standards are being
maintained, and to spot any holes or
weaknesses in existing programmes.”

higher or lower pH cleaning products
may adversely affect the long-term
performance and appearance of floor
coverings.
Coronaviruses are enveloped
viruses. This means that they are
RNA viruses that are surrounded by
an outer coating comprised of a lipid
bilayer (water-insoluble fatty coating).
Enveloped viruses spread through a
“budding off” process during which
a new virus becomes wrapped in an
outer coating. However, if this layer is
dissolved, these viruses are relatively
easy to kill – making the exposed virus
more susceptible to disinfectants
than non-enveloped viruses. The
Coronavirus therefore falls into a

REFERENCE NOTES
(1) www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-duringcoronavirus-covid-19
(2) https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings
(3) www.m2care.co.uk

category of viruses that are most
susceptible to disinfectants.
Guidance on cleaning Forbo’s floor
coverings has been provided by its
cleaning and maintenance partner,
Wrennalls Group Limited which
says that appropriate, combined
cleaning and disinfection strategies
are recommended to help control the
spread of dangerous pathogens, such
as the 2019-nCOV.
M2 Ultra (3), a neutral cleaning and
sanitising solution demonstrates
“virucidal activity against enveloped
viruses” and can be used to both clean
and sanitise a wide range of floors and
surfaces within domestic, commercial
and health care environments.
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Mobile Wash Basins
The Original & The Best

As recommended by the Government and NHS, the best
way to protect yourself and others from COVID-19 is to
wash your hands. The Parry Mobile Hand Wash Basin
provides hand washing facilities in any location.

As seen on

Mobile Wash Basins
FEATURES
• Mobile sink unit
• 15 litres capacity,
• 3kW and supplied with a 13amp plug (600W element available)
• Removable waste water receptacle in line with HSE manual
handling guidelines
• Water temperature maintained at 42 degrees
• Foot operated water pump
• Rear wheels and handle for easy manoeuvring
• Pressure cut-out prevents hot water tank from boiling dry
• Manufactured from high quality stainless steel

Manufactured
in the UK
with stock available
for immediate dispatch
Model No.

Description

MWBT

£473

Inc Delivery

NET Price

MWBT
Heated Mobile Hand Wash Basin
£473
MWBTA
Heated Mobile Hand Wash Basin With Accessories
£519
MWBTL
Heated Low Height Mobile Hand Wash Basin
£473
MWBTC
Mobile Hand Wash Basin
£417
MWBTCL
Low Height Mobile Hand Wash Basin
£417
MWBTD
Heated Mobile Hand Wash Basin With Door
£493
MWBTD+
Deluxe Heated Mobile Hand Wash Basin With Door & Accessories
£599
MWBTD+IRWH Deluxe Heated Mobile Hand Wash Basin With Door, Accessories, Integral Heater & Touch Free Tap £1099
WB
Waste Bin
£199
Accessories available for any Mobile Hand Wash Basin - please enquire for prices
Standard Dimensions - 450x600x900mm (with splashback 1350h) Low Height Dimensions - 450x600x750mm (with splashback 1200)

MWBTL - Low Height
750mm high
perfect for children

MWBTC - Coldwater
Where no power
is available

MWBTA

£519

Inc Delivery

MWBTD - Front Access Door
To allow emptying
from the front

Parry, Tow n En d Road, D r aycott, D e r b y, D E 7 2 3 PT

MWBTD+ - Deluxe Edition
Ideal for office use or
premium retail outlets

WB - Waste Bin
For paper towels &
other waste

Te l : 0 1 3 3 2 8 7 5 5 4 4 www. pa rry. co . u k

Parry – British Built for Purpose
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SMART BUILDINGS

Mark McLoughlin, Key Account Manager for Siemens Industries and Markets and Siemens Financial Services explains
why it pays to invest in the latest smart building technology

T

here are a number of external factors
that can impact the success and
productivity of your business, and you
might think many are outside of your
control. But there is technology available
to mitigate four key issues; rising energy
costs, false alarm, staff absence and
criminal activity.

RISING ENERGY COSTS
Research suggests that businesses may be
paying 50 per cent more in 2020 for power
than they were in 2016. Since energy is a
necessary expense, businesses may find
they are unable to invest in activities such
as developing new product lines, employing
new staff or acquiring new equipment,
because funds are needed to meet rising
energy costs.
The technology: Non-domestic buildings
are responsible for between 10 per cent
and 15 per cent of carbon emissions.
Smart buildings have the potential to save
approximately 15 per cent to 25 per cent on
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energy costs.
Smart controls give buildings a “central
nervous system” that balance and reconcile
competing interests such as energy
minimisation, occupant comfort and grid
stability. Today, fire protection, climate
control, ventilation, lighting and video
surveillance are often controlled separately.
Modern, sophisticated management
stations, on the other hand, allow all
building systems to be integrated into a
single platform. Return on investment (ROI)
from smart building controls will vary,
depending on external climate, cost of
power, and other factors. For example, our
research shows that in the manufacturing
sector cost savings from energy
optimisation programmes are in the region
of at least 25 per cent, compared with just
six per cent actually achieved from reduced
energy usage in UK manufacturing in the
last five years.

ILLNESS AND STAFF ABSENCE
Sick staff cost British firms £77 billion

annually in lost productivity. Presenteeism
– when employees feel obliged to remain at
work while sick – leads to added pressure
and anxiety for workers, and potentially
increased sickness levels as germs spread
around the workplace.
The technology: There are a number of
building technologies designed to improve
the mental and physical wellbeing of
occupants. Produced by UK Green Building
Council and issued by the World Green
Building Council, a report entitled ‘Health,
wellbeing and productivity in offices: the
next chapter for green building’ highlights
that good indoor air quality and lighting
conditions, thermal comfort, and the
minimisation of unwanted noise are among
the key elements of healthy and productive
workplaces.
Smart building management systems
can help to meet these requirements,
for example by controlling a building’s
temperature, varying it across different
rooms or areas, depending on its use
and the desire of its occupants. This can
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automatically adjust as the temperature
changes outside. Lighting levels can
also be localised according to use of a
particular space and the natural light it
receives. LED technology not only saves
on energy consumption, but it can also
offer sophisticated colour and brightness
combinations to manage occupant comfort,
mood and improve staff concentration
and productivity. Human-centric lighting
seeks to optimise ideal circadian cycles by
reproducing daylight as closely as possible,
and adjusting automatically to maintain
that resemblance through different parts
of the day. It works by adjusting the light
colour quality - comprising correlated colour
temperature (CCT) and colour rendering - as
well as its intensity.

FIRE AND FALSE FIRE ALARMS
It is estimated that by 2020 UK PLC could
stand to lose as much as £10 billion to
commercial and industrial fires. In addition,
false fire alarms cost the UK economy
£1 billion a year.
The technology: Intelligent solutions aim
to determine the cause of the emission
enabling the system and its operators to
react accordingly. If the system detects
fumes such as cigarette smoke, deodorant
fumes, or burnt toast it can give the
operator time to manage the situation
before instigating a full alarm or building
evacuation and alerting the fire brigade.
This means that when the detector is
activated, occupants know that it’s a real
emergency.

CRIMINAL ACTIVITY AND CYBER
SECURITY
According to the Federation of Small
Businesses, business crime directly
affects between a quarter and a third of
UK businesses annually. Business crimes
include anything from burglary and damage
to property, to financial crimes like fraud,
embezzlement and cyber crime. The 2018
Cyber Security Breaches Survey found 19
per cent of charities and 43 per cent of
businesses had reported cyber security
breaches or attacks in the preceding 12
months. The average financial impact each
time was £3,100 for businesses and £1,030
for charities.
The technology: Buildings can protect
against physical (rather than digital) crimes
with increasingly sophisticated security
systems. Improved pixelation can mean
images are captured quicker, and 360
degree cameras mean that one camera can
be used where several were once needed.

If a security operator needs to follow
someone’s movements, systems can
prompt the user as to which camera will
pick the subject up next. Such systems
are becoming increasingly intuitive and
therefore require less staff training – and
less time and money to implement.
Sophisticated access-control solutions
allow dynamic remote control of all
areas of a building, as well as user/visitor
identification. An interoperable system
of video surveillance, access control
and intrusion detection help security
personnel to view any area whenever
a door is opened or an alarm is
triggered. In order to protect
effectively against cyber
threats, physical and
digital preventative
measures need to be
integrated. Physical
weakness can
potentially expose
a building to cyber
crime, and therefore
the first step to prevent
cyber attacks involves
general physical security
– including physical access
to the facility, organisational
measures such as security
policies, and monitoring the facility
for anomalies that could indicate a cyber
attack. Secure products and solutions
have been developed that can respond to
a fast, complex, and ever-changing threat
landscape. By adhering to the main pillars
of prevention, detection, and reaction,
products, solutions, and services are
continually developed to prevent and
respond to threats and attacks.

The benefits and potential savings of
smart building technology are one thing,
finding practical, affordable and sustainable
ways of achieving smart-building conversion
is another.
Pioneering landlords and owneroccupiers are therefore increasingly looking
to solutions whereby the supplier of a
“service” such as smart-building conversion
deploys financial techniques that remove
the need to devote own capital, bundling
the conversion into a monthly fee across
an agreed-upon contractual period. In
other words these financing arrangements
harness future energy savings in
order to pay up front for the
technology that enables such
savings in the first place,
as well as other smart
building advantages. This
is leading to the rise of
a concept called “Smart
Buildings as a Service,”
sometimes called
“servitisation.”
These are just a few
examples of the many
challenges faced by building
owners that can be managed
with smart building technology.
Nevertheless, making the initial
investment in such systems is itself a
challenge. Luckily, smart finance solutions
exist that make the investment sustainable
and harness the savings made to make
smart building technologies accessible.

The beneﬁts and potential
savings of smart building
technology are one thing,
ﬁnding practical, aﬀordable and
sustainable ways of achieving
smart-building conversion
is another.”

To learn more ways that smart building
technologies can impact your business see
our report: www.siemens.co.uk/finance/
costofnotinvesting
JUNE 2020
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT

COUNTING CARBON
The COVID-19 outbreak has been estimated to have reduced carbon
emissions by a quarter in some areas. But will this last once the pandemic
is over? Caroline Bartlett, Head of Carbon Accounting at Emitwise

an organisation apart from its
competitors. But it’s not just potential
customers who are attracted by
this approach. Investors and other
stakeholders are increasingly
demanding more detailed
environmental information in annual
reports and accounts. Organisations
which demonstrate leadership in this
area are more likely to have a pipeline
of investment in their businesses.

T

he impact COVID-19 has had
on our lives and on the planet
is unprecedented, but one notable
by-product has been that global
carbon emissions are plummeting.
Pictures of fish returning to Venetian
canals and satellite imagery of clear
skies over industrial cities across
China have flooded the internet. But
the question remains: will this new
low-carbon world remain once we
emerge from this crisis?
Many countries, including the UK,
are now making carbon reporting
mandatory, not only for listed
companies but other large businesses
too. Whether it’s through additional
legislation, punitive carbon tax
regimes or simply a recognition that
a sustainable, low-carbon business
is a profitable one, the ‘carbon
correction’, as some analysts have
called it, is coming. The first step
in the new, lower-carbon world is
carbon accounting, the calculation
and monitoring of a firm’s carbon
emissions, essentially bookkeeping
for greenhouse gas production.
These numbers are often given in
carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e).
The challenge can come with
knowing where to source the data
and understanding the terminology
and calculations. Companies produce
emissions in a variety of ways – directly
from their own activities; indirectly
through their energy consumption;
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and through other indirect activities
such as business travel and creation of
plastic packaging.

THE BUSINESS BENEFITS OF
CARBON ACCOUNTING
A form of carbon accounting has
been mandatory for some time for
listed and other large businesses. The
Streamlined Energy and Reporting
(SECR) legislation which has just come
into force is the latest iteration bringing
the benefits to a wider number of
businesses. But beyond the obvious
benefits of meeting legislation, carbon
accounting has numerous advantages.
Cost saving: There are direct
advantages for organisations
in measuring environmental
performance and taking steps to
improve on it, as they will benefit
from lower energy and resource costs.
Simply put, understanding where your
carbon emissions are generated is the
first step to reducing them and saving
money in the medium- to long-term.
Savings could come from reduced
energy bills and lower purchasing
costs thanks to a reduced requirement
for goods as a result of increased
efficiency, or using recycled goods.
Point of difference: Detailed
carbon reporting can create
market differentiation by setting

Access to new markets: A growing
number of governments have tied
organisations’ carbon performance to
their public procurement processes,
meaning that only those businesses
which are proven to be low-carbon can
bid for work.
PR opportunity: Companies that step
forward and voluntarily display their
emissions in an attempt to reduce
them will benefit from a stronger
public perception. They will be seen as
organisations which genuinely care.
Talent recruitment and retention
tool: In an era often depicted as
being a war for talent, using carbon
accounting as a tool to demonstrate
your environmental credentials can
help to attract – and retain – the best
recruits. High staff churn is expensive.
Business benchmark: Any form
of measurement, such as carbon
accounting, encourages an outsidein view of an organisation. It’s an
opportunity to sit back and ask why
things are done in a certain way and
think constructively about areas
for improvement. It also provides
an opportunity to compare an
organisation with its competitors.
Futureproofing: Carbon reporting
helps businesses to better understand
– and therefore mitigate – the risks
of climate change to their own
organisation and people. Those risks
could be physical as a result of climate
change, or business-related thanks
to volatile energy and commodity
prices or the unpredictable supply

of raw materials. By bringing carbon
emissions higher up the corporate
agenda, businesses can shine a
light on areas which have had little
scrutiny to date and become more
operationally resilient. At the same
time, carbon accounting, and the
associated reductions in emissions,
helps businesses to become ever
more resource efficient and lean,
and enables them to prepare for, and
ride out, more challenging market
conditions.
Carbon taxes: All businesses in the
UK are impacted. Whether your supply
chain is paying carbon taxes, or your
customers are, the more reliant an
organisation is on carbon intensive
industries such as energy provided
by fossil fuel providers, the greater
the cost to the business in the future.
Carbon taxes matter, even if you’re not
paying them now.
Access to green funding and capital:
With a carbon correction may come
a shift in the availability of capital.
Investors could well start to penalise
polluting companies with a higher cost
of capital and reward greener ones
making it easier for green firms to
access funding.
Contributing to carbon reduction:
While the business focus of carbon
accounting is often on financial
metrics, the substantial reduction
in carbon emissions has a clear
environmental benefit in helping
businesses to contribute substantially
towards the Government’s net zero
carbon target by 2050.
Benefits for small businesses:
Although the SECR legislation
only currently applies to large
organisations, there is substantial
evidence that small and medium-sized
businesses can gain similar business
benefits by following its principles.
The COVID-19 pandemic has
shown us that changes can make
an immediate difference to climate
change. Until now, the discourse
around carbon accounting has largely
been about doing the right thing for
the planet to help to mitigate the
climate crisis. While that remains true
– action from individuals, businesses
and governments is needed urgently
– the business benefits of carbon
accounting make this a clear business
imperative, whatever the size of your
organisation.

NEW BACKPACK VAC
Twin 18v (36v) Brushless Backpack Vacuum
DVC660

Hand control
with built in LED
work light

Quick Access to
bag and filter

Easy reach filter
cleaning lever

2 x 18v batteries to power
the 36v brushless motor

See our full cleaning range at www.makitauk.com
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UP AND
RUNNING
We talked to industry experts about what FMs need to do to
get buildings ready for the post COVID-19 world

N

ever before in the FM sector have priorities
changed so quickly. In February and
March it was all about exiting people from
buildings, closing them down and setting up
home-working. In April and May it was about
managing a largely empty portfolio. And now as
we move into June, the industry has gone full
circle as businesses slowly start to reopen and
facilities managers get their sites ready to be
occupied again.
Businesses need to take a three-step approach
to re-occupation, says Ravi Bhatnagar, Account
Director at boutique facilities management
provider Anabas. “The first focus is on preparing
the building itself, the second focus should be on
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preparing and training the facilities team so they’re
ready for the new normal to support people when
they come back to the building. And the third step
is readying the workforce in advance through clear
communication about what to expect when they
return to work, training them on new policies and
protocols for social distancing, clear desk policies
and what to do in the event of an emergency.”
The process needs to start by risk assessing
the workplace against government guidance
standards to determine the capacity for people
returning, says Chris Moriarty, Director of insight
and Engagement at the Institute of Workplace
and Facilities Management. “Social distancing
requirements will likely mean that the number

who can return to the workplace is dramatically
reduced. To determine what the operational
workspace actually is, they will also need to review
things such as access points and lifts, optimising
flows and minimising bottlenecks.”

PRIORITISE SPACE
Once FMs know how many people they can
accommodate, they will need to consider who
needs to be physically at work and who does not,
to help prioritise and organise the space. This
may result in a large number of people, possibly
a majority, continuing to work remotely who
will need to be supported to create workspaces
conducive to productive working, adds Moriarty.
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In their guide Ready to Reoccupy, Atalian Servest
sets out several different options to introduce
people back into the workplace including a pilot
programme with around 10 per cent of a building’s
normal capacity to allow the workplace team to
stress-test new systems and processes; staggered
starts and finishes; increased shift patterns;
different teams/ departments working alternate
days; split team working whereby a percentage
of a team work in the office on one day, with
their counterparts working from home and then
they switch; and using local offices or branches
to reduce the need to commute. “This phased
return is likely to be measured, with organisations
using pilots to test the model and then gradually
increasing capacity from 10 per cent to 20 per cent
and onwards until full occupancy is achieved,” says
Rob Legge, Global Group CEO at Atalian Servest.
The physical space will need to change
substantially from the environment that
employees left behind in March. Angela Love,
Director, Active Workplace Solutions is already
seeing clients ordering perspex screens for desks,
for example. How we use office space is something
we really need to think carefully about, adds
Rachel Houghton, Managing Director at Business
Moves Group. “Will hotdesking become a
thing of the past? Will we each have our own
desk? If so, how’s that going to impact the
desk-to-employee ratios, and what are the
cost implications? There are no quick fixes
and it’s going to be different for different
organisations.”
Although face-to-face meetings will resume,
meeting room capacity is likely to be reduced
by up to 50 per cent to maintain social distancing
in smaller rooms. For a period of time, face-to-face
meetings should still be limited, urges Active’s
Love. “Despite being in the same building, if a
meeting needs to be held then this can still be
done virtually. Zoom or Microsoft Teams makes
this easily achievable.”
Organisations need to decide how they are
going to enforce social distancing measures. Will
the facilities team prepare the building and make
social distancing possible and then leave people to
make their own decisions? Or will they police the
policy and if so, how will how they do this?

CLEANING AND SECURITY
Cleaning will be a particular area of focus because
even after buildings start to be reoccupied, the
risk of catching COVID-19 will remain significant.
Typically cleaning specifications focused on a
visual standard of cleanliness. Did the space
look clean? Was it free from dirt and debris? Did
it provide a good first impression for the visitor
and employee? Mike Boxall, Managing Director
of benchmarking firm Sitemark, believes that
needs to change and the focus be on an enhanced
hygiene standard. His firm has launched a new
hygiene-focused cleaning specification to help
support organisations respond to the pandemic.
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THERMAL-IMAGING BASED SYSTEMS

We need to see improved
behavioural change from building
users through more regular, and
longer, handwashing, clear desks and
reduced physical contact with other
people. Cleaning and hygiene
generally need to be taken
more seriously.”

“This involves identifying all areas of a building
where the risk of contamination to building users
is high –such as common areas, door handles, lifts
and stairway railings – and then cleaning them at a
frequency that is appropriate to the area they are
in. Focusing on how hygienic spaces are minimises
the risk of workplace contamination and ensures
everyone remains healthy. It also demonstrates
the employer’s Duty of Care.” The profile and
importance of cleaning teams will be substantially
raised with people wanting to see cleaning teams
around the building.
But Boxall believes that there is only so much a
cleaning team can do. “We need to see improved
behavioural change from building users through
more regular, and longer, handwashing, clear
desks and reduced physical contact with other
people. Cleaning and hygiene generally need to be
taken more seriously.”
The role of security will also change. Darren
Read, Managing Director, Amulet Security

of Churchill Group explains that the firm is
using thermal cameras to identify any raised
temperatures with a view to ensuring symptomatic
individuals are sent off to receive necessary
medical testing and attention.
Thermal cameras is also something that Corps
Security is introducing within its clients. Mike
Bullock, CEO of Corps Security explains that
they are also changing many of their systems
and processes to ensure reduced physical
contact between the front-of-house team
and guests. Where access cards are needed,
these will need to be thorough disinfected
between uses. Where there are scanning
facilities, security officers must ensure they use
gloves when handling visitors bags. Turnstiles and
gates will need to be wiped down and disinfected
regularly. Reception areas will also need to have
anti-bacterial gel ready for both staff and visitors,
he says. “But the key change, we believe will be the
introduction of thermal imaging cameras which
will allow organisations to protect their people
from the virus while also supporting them to
reopen their buildings and get back to business.”
These thermal-imaging based systems explains
Ashley Zhao, Marketing Manager for Hikvision
UK and Ireland, are: “Designed for the rapid,
contact-free preliminary detection of elevated
skin surface temperatures. By utilising thermal
and conventional lenses and sensors, they can
provide automatic alerts when anyone passing the
camera exhibits a temperature in excess of a preconfigured range, allowing them to be clinically
measured and assessed.”

CATERING CHANGES
The catering function is also looking to adapt to
the new normal. Phil Roker, Managing Director of
Vacherin, explains that the firm is using its new
app to allocate times in staff restaurants alongside
existing click and collect functionality to reduce
congestion. He also is planning more wrapped/
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pre-packed food; extended service times; reduced
seating; and extensive signage regarding access
to and use of catering areas, distance at counters;
and a move to cashless. But he says that on-site
restaurants provide a far more “controlled and
therefore safer” environment than the random
nature of the high street making it a good way for
organisations to support employees as they come
back to work.
While many maintenance contractors will have
used the vacant period to carry out any essential
works, and get up to date with PPMs, there will
be a number of areas where maintenance teams
can help to prepare a building for post-COVID
occupation. This includes bringing forward any
maintenance due to take place in the next quarter
– to make sure the building is operating well and to
reduce the need for engineers to visit an occupied
workplace; changing air filters and increasing the
frequency at which the air is changed.
Remote monitoring systems, which had been
growing in popularity prior to the crisis, will
have an even more important role in the new
normal, adds Toby Hunt, Key Account Director at
Guardian Water Treatment. “Remote monitoring
prevents unnecessary site visits and can lead
to reduced maintenance regimes overall.
Where site visits are unavoidable, by knowing
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IWFM research has
found that maintaining social
distancing and hygiene and
cleaning standards are the top
concerns people have about
returning to the oﬃce after
the lockdown.”

exactly what needs to be looked at, time spent
can be minimised.” And it can mean real-time
results can be analysed immediately and reacted
to quickly.
Many of these changes will serve a dual purpose:
to keep people safe by reducing the chance of the
virus spreading but also to reassure people that
the organisation is doing everything it can to keep
them safe.
Engagement should be a fundamental part
of any workplace strategy, including two-way

communication and transparency about practical
measures such as cleaning and distancing regimes,
adds the IWFM’s Chris Moriarty. IWFM research
has found that maintaining social distancing
and hygiene and cleaning standards are the top
concerns people have about returning to the office
after the lockdown.
Jo Sutherland, Managing Director of workplace
communications consultancy Magenta Associates
agrees. “Addressing people’s concerns and
communicating the new normal in a clear and
transparent way is important. Businesses should
communicate the new workplace etiquette in
advance of the return to the workplace and then
display the information prominently around
the building to make sure that people are
constantly reminded of the new way of working.”
Using a variety of tools and channels to keep
the communication fresh and engaging is also
important.
It’s clear that once FMs have set up the new
processes and procedures and trained their teams
to deliver the new workplace etiquette, much of
the focus will be on the occupants themselves to
follow the guidelines and adapt to the changes.
That will see the FM role switch again – to become
even more people focused than in the past. Which
will be one positive outcome of the crisis.

MAXFURNITURE.CO.UK

A New Beginning
in partnership with Hush

Specialists in office and home booths
that enable social distancing
Please Visit our Clerkenwell Showroom, by Appointment Only sales@maxfurniture.co.uk.
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HEALTH & SAFETY

LAWFUL EMPLOYMENT
Rob Biddlecombe, Environmental, Safety & Health Practice, Squire Patton Boggs
explains the legal obligations for FMs in ensuring employees’ safe return to work

T

he Government announcement
in early May of a ‘conditional
plan ’ to ease the national lockdown
and for a phased return to work
has encouraged many businesses
to accelerate their own plans to reopen as soon as possible. However,
the COVID-19 pandemic continues,
and avoiding the risk of a ‘second
spike’ in the rate of infections is
central to Government planning.
Against this background, what legal
issues should facilities managers
be considering as we prepare to
emerge from lockdown?

HEALTH AND SAFETY LAW
STILL APPLIES
Despite the pandemic, the basic
principles of health and safety
law in the UK continue to apply. In
particular, employers remain under
a duty to ensure, so far as reasonably
practicable, the health and safety
of employees and others (such as
contractors and members of the
public) who may be affected by their
undertaking. This includes a duty
to reduce the risk from COVID-19 as
low as reasonably practicable. In
addition, a suitable and sufficient
assessment of risks (including those
posed by COVID-19) by an employer
still underpins health and safety
management.
Following Government guidance
represents basic evidence that an
employer is discharging these duties.
40
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However, the guidance is frequently
being updated as we learn more
about the risks from COVID-19. It is
important, therefore, for facilities
managers to keep up to date with the
latest guidance and adapt their health
and safety arrangements to reflect the
current position. By retaining copies
of the various iterations of guidance
in force during the pandemic, an
employer should find it easier to
demonstrate that its arrangements at
a particular time were consistent with
the guidance that then applied.
There are, of course, reciprocal
duties on employees who must
take reasonable care of their own
health and safety and that of their
co-workers, and also co-operate with
employers in relation to health and
safety matters. Tackling the risk from
COVID-19 is, therefore, a collaborative
effort on the part of employers and
employees.

GET YOUR FACILITIES READY
What arrangements need to be made
to bring facilities safely back into use?
If there is any plant and machinery
(for example, heating, ventilation and
air conditioning systems) which has
been idle or infrequently used during
lockdown, you should consider having
it inspected by an engineer before
restoring it to full use. In particular,
for any lifting equipment or pressure
systems, you should check whether
they are now overdue thorough

examination and testing. If the water
system within a building has not been
used for a while, a legionella test
may be prudent, particularly in older
buildings. The fire detection systems
should also be tested to confirm they
remain operational.
Some facilities may be considering
a ‘deep clean’ before re-opening. If so,
they should ensure that cleaning staff
are properly supervised to ensure that
the cleaning is carried out safely and
effectively, and any necessary PPE
is made available for those handling
powerful detergents or bleaches.

READYING YOUR WORKFORCE
It should be remembered that the
Government’s guidance is still that
workers should work from home
unless they cannot do so. Therefore,
for the foreseeable future, many in the
workforce (including office workers)
will continue to do so.
Nevertheless, when the time comes
for them to return to work, many
employees will, understandably, be
anxious at the prospect. Employers
are under a legal duty to share
details of their risk assessment with
employees. However, by effectively
communicating the measures that
they are taking to counter COVID-19
in their facilities, employers should
be able to reassure their workers that
the risk is being reduced as low as
reasonably practicable. For example,
policies and procedures regarding

the need for regular and thorough
handwashing, the provision and use
of PPE, disinfecting of frequentlytouched surfaces, and controlling
access by visitors should be clearly
conveyed and repeated.
If workers who fall within the
Government’s definition of being
“clinically vulnerable ” are due
to return to work, the employer
should consider what additional
arrangements can be made to protect
them specifically. Workers who fall
within the category of being “clinically
extremely vulnerable” should
continue to shield themselves at
home and not return to work.
Employers should plan so that, as
part of any phased return to work,
standard activities can be carried
out safely. For example, employees
with safety-critical roles (for example,
supervisors or first-aiders) should be
reintroduced to the workplace early
enough to protect the rest of the
workforce.
Whilst there is already a statutory
duty to consult with employees,
employers should seek to bring
them “on board” with their approach
by engaging with them as soon as
possible, behaving transparently
and acting on feedback where
appropriate.

CONTINUING SOCIAL DISTANCING
Social distancing in facilities may
prove to be a major challenge and
employers must be creative in
developing solutions. Employers
are being encouraged to arrange
employees so that they work sideby-side or facing away from each
other, group them into small cohorts,
and stagger the start and end of the
working day to avoid bottlenecking.
Redesign of the workplace to allow for
two metre gaps between workstations
and one-way corridors should also
be considered. Employees must be
discouraged from congregating in
communal areas, such as kitchen and
canteen areas.
The significance of health and safety
leadership is widely acknowledged.
Given the challenges businesses
face, leadership will also be key to
addressing COVID-19. As you prepare
to open up your facilities, it will be
important for there to be ‘champions’
at all levels of the business (from the
boardroom to the shop floor) who
lead by example in following policy
and procedure and will challenge
poor practice.
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HOLCHEM ADDS TO HOLISTIC GREEN RANGE
WITH UNIBLUE DISINFECTANT
Holchem, the leading provider in hygiene
technology solutions, has extended its
Holistic Green range of products with the
launch of UniBlue Disinfectant.
The new technology used in the
formulation of the product is based on
natural, organic acids and is not classed as
environmentally hazardous.
UniBlue Disinfectant is effective against
MRSA and Norovirus and is designed for the
foodservice and facilities sectors in indoor
use on furniture and surfaces, fixed panel
equipment and other kinds of non-rinse/
washable equipment i.e. control panels
and walls floors and hard surfaces in food
preparation and public areas.
It is an easy to use, broad spectrum
product which can be used in all
environments. When using surfaces or items should be cleaned with a suitable
detergent before applying UniBlue Disinfectant by spray application (or
immersion of small items) such that the surfaces are fully contacted with the
liquid. The liquid should be left in contact with the surface for a minimum
of one minute for bacterial decontamination or two minutes for virucidal
decontamination. After disinfection, surfaces may be allowed to drain / air dry,
then wiped with a clean cloth, or to reduce the risk of carry-over be rinsed with
potable quality water.
 www.holchem.co.uk

 info@holchem.co.uk

Manufacturer of safety signage and
products Spectrum Industrial have
added even more signs to their range
of social distancing and hygiene
signs by popular demand.
The extended range includes
floor graphics to help the flow of
traffic within premises as well as
providing instructions to visitors on
the route they should take, a range
of site safety notices providing your
on-site rules to visitors in relation to
COVID -19, temporary signs for those
needing to provide instructions to
people whilst in their vehicles, new
hygiene and PPE signs and finally hygiene / sneeze guards.
The new signs have been launched in an updated version of Spectrum
Industrials Social Distancing and Safety Signage brochure. The brochure
showcases over 250 products, providing a comprehensive range.
Spectrum offer a wide selection of social distancing signs including anti slip
floor stickers and strips, wall signs and entrance signs and the full range can be
viewed on their website. However, if customers cannot find what they are looking
for or have bespoke requirements, Spectrum Industrial can easily make these
designs to order at their manufacturing facility in Doncaster.
 www.spectrum-industrial.co.uk

 01706 222288

 sales@spectrum-industrial.co.uk

GOT YOUR BACK

METALLINE EMPLOY ORIGAMI TO SOLVE
DESIGN ISSUES

Makita has expanded its cleaning range with the launch of the new cordless
DVC660Z 36V Backpack Vacuum Cleaner. Powered by Makita’s powerful LXT
battery platform, the DVC660Z offers operators increased freedom, as well as
industry leading run times and
a range of additional benefits
designed to improve on site
productivity.
With the DVC660Z, operators
can continue to work without
disruption. Its ergonomic and
comfortable, cordless design
allows operators to manoeuvre
around the site with freedom and
compared to alternative models,
this machine has a much larger
dust collection capacity – it can
hold 6.0L with a paper dust bag
and 5.5L with a cloth dust bag. This
is ideal when working across large premises, removing the need to regularly
pause work to empty the dust bag.
The machine incorporates a HEPA Filter which traps very fine, microscopic
particles and prevents them from recirculating back into the air - ideal for
industries that require high air quality such as pharmaceuticals, or where
sensitive components are manufactured. This is also useful for sites where
building occupants suffer from allergies and respiratory conditions.
The DVC660Z includes three power settings and a memory mode function,
which means the machine will start up in the same power setting as when it was
last switched off, making it easy for operators to pick up where they left off.
 www.makitauk.com
 01908 211678
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SPECTRUM INDUSTRIAL EXTENDS ITS RANGE
OF SOCIAL DISTANCING AND HYGIENE SIGNS
AND LAUNCHES NEW BROCHURE
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 customerservice@makitauk.com

A series of stunning balconies finished in gold
have added a touch of luxury to the recently
completed “Residence” project, part of the
Vauxhall Nine Elms regeneration plan in South
London.
Each balcony features a series of
sophisticated aluminium soffits and fascia
panels finished in gold anodised that
provide a 3D symmetry to the balconies and
building’s exterior. The external finish to these
balconies was the brainchild of specialist
metal architectural fabricator Metalline, who
employed the art of Origami to develop the
intricate shapes required for each of the soffits
and fascia panels.
Called in by independent façade engineers Wintech, Metalline’s manufacturing
team set about producing a variety of routered and pressed folding techniques
to produce over 160 unique fascias
and soffits for the project.
Metalline are no stranger to
specialist architectural fabrication
and are regularly called on to
fabricate aluminium pressings,
insulated panels and rainscreen
facades, in interesting shapes and
sizes for the external finishes of all types of buildings.
 www.metalline.co.uk
 01543 456 930

 info@metalline.co.uk
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MICRO MARKETS
THE NEW INNOVATIVE WAY TO FEED YOUR STAFF

T

hree Square Market (32M) is a global
provider for self-pay solutions,
specialising in micro-markets. A micromarket is a fully unattended self-pay store
that operates 24-hours a day, 365 days a year,
a convenience-style marketplace offering
individuals endless options when it comes to
food and beverages and everyday needs.
Patrons will take their item from the shelf/cooler,
scan them at the kiosk checkout, and finalise
their payment. This allows users to purchase
multiple items at once while being able to read the
nutritional information. A micro-market will offer
quick, easy access to the items a person needs
throughout the day when it is most convenient.
Micro-markets have been installed in over 22,000

locations throughout the United States. The UK and
Europe have slowly been adopting these markets
to replace or complement both vending
machines and traditional canteen services.
A micro-market can offer fresh food, fruit,
vegetables, snacks, and beverages. Markets
do not require any human-to-human contact
as all items are scanned and paid for at the
kiosk by the customer. With 32M, customers
are not limited to kiosk only payments, but
have the option of mobile app purchases as
well, providing a truly touch-free experience.
Micro-markets offer convenient, flexible,
and versatile cabinetry to optimise space,
arrangement, and branding. A branded
micro-market fits into your aesthetics and
will give your business
an incredible perk
within the workplace to
enticing outside talent
and keeping your existing
employees happy.

ConviStore by Northwest Vending

 www.32Market.com

Problems a Micro
Market Solves
Many people perceive they
have a lack of time to eat while
on the job. A micro-market
offers a plethora of snacks,
beverage, and fresh meal
options all in a convenient
grab-and-go style, 24/7 during
the workday for any and all

shifts.
Statistics show 83 per cent of consumers snack
on a daily basis. A micro-market can include fresh,
healthy, on-site snack options for your employees.
By focusing on the health of employees you can
increase performance and employee satisfaction.
Healthy workers get sick less, work more efficiently,
and have higher engagement levels. Additionally,
a micro-market can allow for all the new social
distancing needs.
In these times, most employees are going to be
more cautious about taking the typical lunch-time
break outside of the office. With a micro-market,
there is no need to leave work anymore to get their
various meal and snack options throughout the
day. Having access to a large array of micro-market
options lets employees know they’ll still have access
to similar foods on the high-street without having to
leave the office.
When comparing a micro-market to an onsite
cafeteria the cost-savings are pretty evident. A
cafeteria will require large upfront investments
for cooking equipment, walk-in coolers, washing

stations, grills, and more. Micro-markets also
don’t require any on-site staff as everything can be
managed remotely and accurately with the exclusive
Three Square Market software. An operator will
simply visit the site, as needed, to refill the shelves
and clean as necessary.
The 32M smart technology will carefully trace sales
and monitor the inventory in real-time. This same
inventory technology will keep notes of high selling
and low selling products and adjust what will need
to be kept on-hand products, ensuring the market
stays stocked appropriately at all times.

 contact@32Market.com
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EXITING LOCKDOWN: LATEST TECHNOLOGY HELPING STAFF
FEEL SAFER AS BUSINESSES GET UP AND RUNNING AGAIN
Research shows that large
numbers of the public are
still wary about venturing out
without a lot of persuasion
that they’ll be safe, even to
return to much-needed work.
It’s a challenge for facilities
managers across the country to
reassure people, safeguard their
buildings and protect, as far as is
possible, those who work in and
visit them.
One proven solution is the new
Body Temperature Detection
Cameras, now available from
Clearway Environmental
Services. They offer organisations
across the spectrum a way to
monitor people without physical
contact, and thereby reduce the risk of viral
spread in workplaces and other settings.
These small thermal cameras can help detect
elevated body temperature which may indicate
the presence of a fever. With technology offering

accuracy of down to ±0.1°, it can take such a
camera less than a second to detect someone’s
temperature, thus allowing large numbers of
people to be screened at the same time whilst
on the move, i.e. through a turnstile or entry

 www.clearway.co.uk/bodytemp

gate/doors. As people pass one
of these cameras, built-in audio
will trigger an alarm to notify
operators immediately when a
person with an elevated body
temperature is detected, enabling
their admission to a building or site
to be temporarily prevented until
their temperature can be checked
again personally with a manual
thermometer.
Clearway is currently seeing a
huge surge in interest in these
easily installed, small cameras and
believes they are one of the simplest
and best ways for employers, H&S
and facilities managers to reassure
staff, visitors and the public in
these uncertain times that their
workplace, travel or retail destination is being
protected as far as is possible. It’s also going to
assist the hospitality and leisure trade to get
back on its feet when venues are allowed to start
opening up again.

 enquiries@clearway.co.uk

 01322 479652

CONNECT PARTNER HUB LAUNCHED TO DRIVE
CO-CREATION VALUE FOR CUSTOMERS
ABB Electrification has launched a new,
dynamic, online platform to connect customers
directly with key professionals, such as system
integrators, and ABB Ability digital solutions
and services.
The Connect Partner Hub builds on the ABB
Connect tools already available in the popular
mobile app, which has been downloaded
many hundreds of thousands of times since it
was launched in 2017. ABB Connect is widely
regarded by customers as the go-to mobile and
tablet application to browse and access ABB
Electrification’s portfolio.
Speaking about the launch, Andrea Temporiti,
Digital Lead for ABB’s Electrification business, said:
“Connect Partner Hub is more than a platform to
just exchange information. It’s an entire ecosystem
to build a community for digital collaboration and
communication, creating value for both ABB and its
customers. Partners will now have a place to discuss
ideas and leverage the competencies of other
professionals to design, sell, deliver, and operate
integrated solutions and value-added services.”

With the Connect Partner Hub’s ‘Project’ feature,
users can design, create, and collaborate on
projects in real time from anywhere using tools such
as DocWeb, a single-line diagram calculator, as well
as several existing tools like e-Configure.
In ‘Idea Tank’ users
can share ideas
directly with ABB
product managers
and receive feedback.
The Connect
Partner Hub
simplifies the search,
configuration,
purchase and
installation of
ABB products and
solutions and gives
partners a tailored
and seamless
experience based on
their exact needs and
activities.

 https://go.abb/electrification
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The ABB Connect Partner Hub will evolve over
time as further tools and services are brought
onstream. ‘Idea Tank’ also includes a feedback
feature that invites users to suggest ideas for, and
improvements to, the platform itself.
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DOOR AND ENTRANCE ADAPTIONS
AND PROTECTIVE HYGIENE SCREENS
TO PROTECT STAFF & VISITORS

and encourage social distancing.
The MGS Reception Shield is a protective screen
system that can be easily fitted and removed without
damage to the reception or office. Specifically
designed for environments where it is important
to maintain high-quality building aesthetics and a
superior welcoming experience for visitors, its unique
design allows a screen barrier to be safely fitted where
fixing and drilling is not possible or appropriate.
The Reception Shield is available in a range of
finishes with optional fixing points and side returns
to provide social distancing to protect staff, work
colleagues and visitors.
Jason Pease, Managing Director at MGS comments:
“As Door and Entrance specialists aligned to support

MGS Ltd, a UK based manufacturer and
installer of Door and Entrance systems, is
helping customers to adapt buildings ready
for reopening with their Automatic Touch Free
Door opening and Protective Hygiene Screens
solutions to help reduce contact points and
cross-contamination in the workplace.
Since the start of the COVID-19 lockdown, many
public facing businesses have changed or are
planning to adjust their building entrance, reception
and office areas to facilitate social distancing
requirements and safeguard staff and visitors.

As Risk Assessments
are required as part of
returning to business,
property managers are
looking for options to
reduce contact with
doors at entry points and
within buildings, whilst
keeping maintenance
costs down. MGS have a
range of “Touch Free” opening solutions suitable for
converting manual doors to automatic and modifying
existing automatic or low energy doors that use push
pad activation.
“Touch Free” automatic door opening systems
allow doors to be activated, opening occurs by hand
movement in front of a sensor, rather than touching
the door, push pad or switch. This helps to retain
the automatic door push pad functionality
building users are accustomed to whilst
preventing the need for hand contact on any
part of the door or surround.
As entrances and public welcome areas
are prepared for reopening, some customers
have requested an aesthetic and nonintrusive solution for reception and office
desk screens, to provide a clear barrier
between customers, staff and colleagues to
help reduce physical contact, touch points

 www.mgsuk.com

 01384 293 141

M&E and FM contractors and Building owners, we
understand these environments and are able to work
to the timescales required to help customers make
adaptions ready for reopening, by offering a range
of Door & Screen products that meet the need for
reduced hand contact contamination and provide
screening for social distancing at work.”

 sales@mgsuk.com
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MANAGE YOUR HYGIENE STANDARDS POST-LOCKDOWN
WITH OUR RANGE OF MONITORING SOLUTIONS
In the post-lockdown world, there
will be an increased emphasis on
hygiene and cleanliness in every
industry. Grange Technologies – the
new brand for Grange Europe’s range
of IoT monitoring and compliance
technologies – is offering a solution
for everyone. From footfall
monitoring to customer feedback,
our portfolio of devices provide
data across a wide range of key
performance parameters.
Grange Technologies Hygiene
Monitoring offer includes Hygiene360,
which provides a visible countdown
to the next cleaning due time, and
records when an area has been cleaned.
Hygiene360 also includes enhanced
customer feedback, customer and staff issue
reporting, and our best-ever footfall device. Our allnew dynamic routelist, also means you can be sure
you are targeting the right location at the right time.
Hygiene360Lite is our latest innovation. An
enhanced version of our popular Hygiene Monitor

range, Hygiene360Lite is a battery operated, IoT
SIM connected device which offers improved
configuration management with an online
management and data portal and enhanced
shift management for more flexible operation.
Our Hygiene Monitors remain as popular and as

 https://grangeeurope.com/

 0845 370 0030

FEVER DETECTION SYSTEM TO HELP ENSURE
RETURN TO ‘NORMAL’ LIFE

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE HYGIENE OFFER
FROM CONTI+

As the world tries to find
ways to safely return to work
in the midst of the COVID-19
pandemic, a new system
designed to automatically
test body temperature
is adding an important
technological contribution
in the ongoing war against
the virus.
FeverTIR is a thermography system which quickly and accurately measures
people’s body temperature without any need for contact. With a fever being one
of the main symptoms of COVID-19 infection (as well as many other contagious
diseases), organisations are looking to ways in which employees and other
building users can be screened for possible infection. By adapting a system
originally designed to detect temperature in monitoring for potential fires, a ‘plug
& play’ solution has been developed which is available in the UK from Patol.
The system features a high-precision thermal detector with a visible full HD
camera which simultaneously measures a person’s core body temperature. This
data is accurate to within 0.3°C, supported by a traceable calibration certificate.
The suitability of the system for medical use is illustrated by FeverTIR meeting
the ISO IEC 80601-2-59 Medical Electrical Equipment – Part 2-59 standard.
FeverTIR features a special calibration temperature range for measuring
facial temperature, offering pre-alarms and alarms with on-screen notification.
It provides real-time hot-spot analysis and can be easily integrated with other
safety and security systems.

Combining touch-free sensor controlled taps with the new CONTI+ oXan
disinfection solutions can give building owners complete reassurance of drinking
water hygiene.
For CONTI+ the topic of hygiene has always been a top priority. Our products
and services are designed to protect their users from germs, bacteria or the
transmission of pathogens at all times. CONTI+ are experts in providing hygienic
solutions such as
touch-free taps, soap
and disinfection
dispensers as well
as showers, hand
dryers and sanitary
furnishings.
The launch of
CONTI+ oXan brings
with it a new way of
thinking about disinfection solutions. A simpler, more sustainable way for Estate
Managers to keep their entire facility hygienically clean. One system to eliminate
bacteria, viruses and pathogens from their water systems and pipework, air
conditioning systems, complete room disinfection, surface disinfection and even
as a hand sanitiser. Non-toxic and pH neutral so without any damage to plants,
skin or cells. A smart way to work which is kind to the planet, eliminating harmful
ingredients which can end up in our lakes and rivers but also a solution which is
safer for the people who are using it.
Discover the reliability and innovation of CONTI+, contact Paul Musgrove, UK
Development Manager.

 www.patol.co.uk

 https://conti.plus

 info@patol.co.uk
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important as ever, playing a key role in
visible hygiene compliance across a range
of industries.
In what has been a busy year for the
Grange Europe team, our range has been
extended to include feedback and footfall
counting as separate and distinct products
in their own right. Feedback247 offers a
fully customisable survey platform with a
distinctive kiosk stand for operation in a
variety of locations – anywhere where good
service matters. Footfall247 is our footfall
tracking technology which can be installed
quickly and is our most accurate footfall
device ever.
Grange Europe is a leading supplier
of hygiene products, including our very
popular antibacterial hand and surface
wipes, sprays and foamers and a superb range
of dispensers from wall mount to free standing,
all of which are all marketed under ‘The Hygiene
Company’ banner. Monitoring and compliance
devices are a part of the new Grange Technologies
brand.
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 paul.musgrove@conti.plus
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GRIPNIX, A HANDS FREE DOOR HANDLE
ADAPTOR TICKS ALL BOXES
The Gripnix, a hands free door adaptor ticks all
boxes. There is no need to use any part of the
hand when opening the door. Top functionality
- keeping the operator constantly out of the
reach of the open swinging door. Anti-Bacterial
for Universal application, Strong, Light,
Polymer product, which can be produced in any
colour. Easy to fit (20 seconds) and clean.
About eight years ago we developed a handsfree
door handle with a limited success in combination
with a small market demand. With the injection of
new staff over the years, we faced the challenge

safe environment, and to discuss Gripnix and the
challenges you face.

to improve all elements to create a much better
product earlier this year. We applied for a patent
and the Gripnix is also
nominated for The Design
Europa Awards 2020.
The anti-bacterial material
is patented worldwide,
contains no poisonous
materials such as silver ions
and is proven to be 99.9%
effective against germs,
biofilm, fungi and cross
contamination, based on ISO
22196. Currently the material
is being tested to meet the
ISO requirements on Human
Coronaviruses 229E.
We are proud to present
Gripnix to you.
Please visit our website
to discover Gripnix and
explore ways to create a

 www.gripnix.com

 sales@gripnix.com

 0114 3520299

BYTRONIC LAUNCHES NEW THERMAL
IMAGING BODY TEMPERATURE DEVICE TO
HELP BUSINESSES FIGHT COVID-19

SANIQUE LAUNCHES PERSONAL PROTECTION
KITS AND E-COMMERCE SITE TO HELP
COMPANIES RETURN TO WORK SAFELY

Bytronic Automation has
launched a new thermal
imaging device to help
businesses reopen and fight
the spread of COVID-19.
The new elevated body
temperature (EBT) detection
system measures body
temperature by scanning the
area around the tear duct
and is accurate to within
half a degree centigrade,
meeting existing international
standards.
This compares to other
devices on the market which
can have a margin for error
of up to three degrees, which in medical terms could be the difference between
good health and a serious cause for concern.
High temperatures automatically trigger an alert, either on screen or through a
light or sound alarm - with that result immediately recorded to a database, giving
a highly accurate indication of a possible fever or underlying infection.
The EBT system can be installed at existing barriers or building entrances and is
fully compliant with existing ISO and FDA regulations.

After the successful launch of its
protective screens and sanitising
sprayers, SANIQUE UK has introduced
a new range of Personal Protection
Kits and PPE products for companies
to purchase to aid employees’ return
to work. The products are also now
available to purchase quickly and easily
via SANIQUE’s new e-commerce website.
As part of its new PPE equipment range, SANIQUE is offering a useful Personal
Protection Kit, containing a 100ml 75% alcohol hand sanitiser, five face masks,
five sets of protective gloves and a pack of sanitising wipes – everything an
employee could need to maintain a high level of hygiene in the workplace.
Companies will be able to purchase kits in bulk quantities, in order to provide
top-ups for employees when required.
In addition, these PPE items can now be ordered via SANIQUE’s easy to use
e-commerce site, along with the company’s Perspex protective screens and
social distancing barriers, S-3 and S-9 Electric Sprayers for sanitising surfaces and
a new range of social distancing signage.
John Abernethie, CEO at SANIQUE, commented: “Our
new website provides a one stop shop for protective
support. We will also be donating 10% of all Personal
Protective Kit sales to NHS Charities, ensuring we give back
to those working on the frontline in this difficult time.”

 www.bytronic.com

 www.sanique.co.uk

 enquiries@bytronic.com

 01564 793174

 mail@sanique.co.uk

 03330 150701
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REMARK GROUP OFFER NEW INNOVATIVE SOCIAL
DISTANCING DETECTION TECHNOLOGY
With the return to the office on the horizon, many
companies have been looking into how they can
ensure the health and safety of their employees.
Every organisation should now be making plans
to operate under this new “normal” for at least
the next year.
Ensuring that everyone abides by the two-metre

rule on the return to work will be difficult to manage,
particularly in communal areas and canteens. But
technology providers and installers, Remark Group,
are pleased to announce the addition of a new
innovative technology to assist the latest government
advice.
On behalf of Remark Group, Josh Farrell, Technical

 www.remark-group.co.uk

 0800 597 5558

Director commented: “We believe social distancing is
one of the best ways to tackle the spread of the virus
and providing peace of mind to employees as they
return to work will make this a smoother transition.
Our social distancing detection solution automatically
measure rates to produce distancing data,
complimenting health and safety best practices.”
He added: “The data is monitored in real-time and
can send alerts and updates to Facilities Managers
where people aren’t abiding the two-metre rule, such
as tailgating. The solution also checks your existing
workplace camera feeds for hotspots many times a
day, so it can determine which areas need a social
distancing fix.”
Remark Group can also now also provide a solution
that works with your video surveillance camera that
can function as a queue monitor, to detect whether
people are abiding by the two-metre rule and staying
to the designated chevrons.
Remark Group’s solution will work with mediumtraffic office spaces or a high-traffic workplace and
provides a solution at the forefront of business
technology, whilst ensuring workplace wellbeing.

 info@remark-group.co.uk

DURABLE FACE VISOR PROTECTS FROM INFECTION
DURABLEs reusable Face Visor provides
protection without restricting the ability to
work.
The visor is being used to protect medical workers,
grocers and logistics staff as well as their patients,
customers and co-workers.
As the UK returns to work, the visor can also
protect those in retail, education and offices.

 Shields the entire face
 Anti-glare and does not fog up
 Can be disinfected and reused
 Allows a full range of head movements
 Adjustable and sturdy headband
 Padded headband is comfortable and
complies with hygiene standards
 Glass-clear visor means facial expressions are
visible
 Visor can be lifted i.e. when working at a
computer
 Open and remove the visor using the
headband which avoids touching contagious
material on the visor

 www.durable-uk.com
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For more information, please email
hello@durable-uk.com
View DURABLEs Social Distancing & Hygiene
Range by visiting www.durable-uk.com

 hello@durable-uk.com
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HYGIENE DOES NOT STOP AT
THE WASHROOM SAYS
KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL
Keeping ourselves and others safe and well – the
science behind surface wiping
Current conditions have changed our daily lives in a
short period of time. Now more than ever we all want
to know that we are doing everything we can to keep
ourselves and our colleagues and visitors safe and
well. To ensure we can do this requires understanding
the science behind surface wiping and cleaning, says
Kimberly-Clark Professional.
We want to know that the people we are in contact
with have washed their hands properly and that the
places we go are as clean and as hygienic as possible.
For example: Are our schools and universities clean?
Will office workers clean their work surfaces properly
to avoid spreading germs? How hygienic are the
surfaces in our hospitals? How many germs are found
on shopping trolley handles?
Creating a more hygienic workplace, healthcare
facility and place to shop and eat does not stop at
the washroom. The Centers for Disease Control &
Prevention (CDC) recommends prioritising the daily
cleaning and disinfecting of hot spots in facilities from
offices, to schools, hospitals, shops, and places to eat.
“Objects that are touched by lots of people
throughout the day such as door handles, elevator
buttons and shopping trolleys should be cleaned
and disinfected frequently in order to break the
chain of germ transmission. Many of our customers
are needing to think in a different way about what,
how and how often they clean, to keep people safe,”
says Steve Jones, General Manager (UK and Ireland),
Kimberly-Clark Professional. “Understanding the
difference between cleaning and disinfecting enables
facilities to manage hygiene more effectively and
prioritise frequently touched surfaces.”

Cleaning vs. Disinfecting
Cleaning removes germs, dirt, and other impurities
from surfaces or objects by using detergent (or soap
and water) to physically remove germs from surfaces.
This process does not necessarily kill germs, but by
removing them, it lowers their numbers and the risk of
spreading infection.
Disinfecting kills germs on surfaces or objects by
using chemicals. This process does not necessarily
clean dirty surfaces or remove germs, but by killing
germs on a surface after cleaning, it can further lower
the risk of spreading infection.
The CDC recommends a two-step daily routine to
clean frequently touched surfaces. For Step 1 clean
surface with a detergent or soap and water. With
Step 2 disinfect the surface using an EN-registered

disinfectant. The CDC guidelines also recommend
providing disposable wipes so that commonly used
surfaces can be wiped down before each use. Surfaces
considered hot spots for germs also include computer
keyboards, phones and light switches. Science
indicates why these surfaces need daily hygiene
protocols in addition to hand hygiene standards in
facilities.
The average desk has 400 times more bacteria than
a toilet seat, a keyboard harbours 8,900 bacteria and a
mobile phone harbours 6,300 bacteria. In healthcare
facilities 67% of soap buckets tested harboured
bacteria, with 93% of cleaning towels sampled
containing live bacteria.
A study by Dr. Charles Gerba on shopping trollies
found E.coli on almost half of those tested. These
germs may be transferred from the trolley to hands,
to food and the face. With adults touching 7,200
surfaces and touching their face 552 times in the
span of 24 hours, then we can see why that in today’s

current conditions tougher hygiene protocols are
required. While placing hand sanitiser and signage
in offices and common areas is a step in the right
direction, studies show it simply is not enough to
make a real impact.
No matter which surface areas they come
into contact with throughout the day, give your
employees, visitors, patients and customers greater
peace of mind by providing proven cleaning and
disinfecting solutions to help break the chain of
germ transmission. In the midst of change, creating
exceptional workplaces includes doing everything
you can to ensure that we all use proper hand hygiene
protocols and that shared surfaces are clean and
hygienic.
For more information about how to make your
facility truly exceptional – a place where everyone
feels equipped and empowered to contribute to a
more hygienic environment – visit our hand and
surface cleaning page.

 www.kcprofessional.co.uk
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PARRY MWBT MOBILE BASIN
The Parry Mobile Handwash Basin is ideal for
maintaining vital handwashing in locations
where water and waste services are not directly
available. It is manufactured form high grade
stainless steel, has a two years parts and
labour warranty and is ideal for use in a variety
of sectors including hospitals, care homes,
schools, colleges, building sites, factories and
office blocks.
Fitted with a 13mp plug, the MWBT is supplied
ready to fill and use straight from the box. Hygienic
handwashing facilities
can be set up and
ready to use in a matter
of minutes.
The MWBT tank is
manually filled via a
secure cover to the
top with 15l of water.
During use the basin
drains into a removable
receptacle in the base
of the unit which is
also manually emptied
negating the need for

a waste drain
connection. The
MWBT capacity
of 15l is designed
so that it
provides as many
hand washes
as possible
and does not
exceed the HSE
guidelines for
manual handling
limits for men
and women.
Water is
dispensed by a
foot operated
pump at a constant temperature of 42 degrees
Celsius for comfort and safety. There is no hand
contact required to dispense the water.
The unit weighs 20kg (dry) and is fitted with rear
wheels and a handle for ease of manoeuvring.
Compact in size, the MWBT measures only 450mm
wide by 600mm deep by 900mm high allowing it to
fit neatly into small spaces.

 https://parry.co.uk/

 enquiries@parry.co.uk

NEW CONDAIR
CONDENSING
GAS-FIRED
HUMIDIFIER

 01332 875544

NITTAN PROVIDES FIRE SAFETY PROTECTION
FOR NOTTINGHAM STUDENTS

Condair is launching a
new condensing gas-fired
humidifier - the Condair
GS. Its condensing
system transfers heat
from exhaust flue gases into the incoming water supply. This minimises energy
consumption by reducing the need to heat the water tank. This feature also
improves humidity control, as the water being introduced to the water tank is
pre-heated and therefore doesn’t reduce the internal temperature so greatly or
the steam output.
Similar to the technology employed in domestic gas boilers, the introduction
of condensing technology in gas-fired humidifiers results in lower temperature
flue gases and allows the use of PVC flues. This greatly simplifies and reduces the
installation cost of the humidification system, as expensive insulated stainless
steels flues are not necessary.
Due to the lower cost of gas as an energy source, gas-fired humidifiers
offer substantial savings when compared to more traditional electric steam
humidifiers. Replacing an electric system with a gas-fired alternative can return
on the investment within one to two years with savings thereafter.
The Condair GS is available in outputs from 21 to 246kg/h from a single unit
with the smaller 21 and 41kg/h models being very compact wall-mountable
units. This makes them ideal replacements for electric steam humidifiers, as
these are typically wall-mounted and of a similar output.

Nittan Europe, UK manufacturer of conventional and addressable fire detection
products and systems, has had its Evolution analogue addressable fire detection
system installed into a new student accommodation development in Beeston,
Nottingham. The system was installed by Nottinghamshire based integrated
safety and security solutions provider, TIS.
Dagfa House is a unique development of townhouses, clusters and studios
adjacent to The University of Nottingham campus. It provides accommodation
to 229 students and a range of leisure
and study amenities.
One of the key fire safety challenges
posed by the Dagfa House development
was the mix of accommodation blocks,
with some being relatively small. A
cost-effective fire detection system was
required that could potentially evacuate
each site in the event of a fire and that
would also be future proof, with spares readily available.
A Nittan Evolution analogue addressable fire alarm system, comprising two
individually networked systems, each utilising eight Evolution1 panels and Nittan
devices was chosen as the solution.
Evolution is Nittan’s advanced, premium fire system. Evolution uses ASIC
technology in the sensors and sophisticated detection algorithms, combining
extremely reliable fire detection together with a very high degree of protection
against unwanted false alarms. Its advanced, highly flexible protocol allows for
substantial amounts of information to be transmitted at high speed and is not
affected by the number of devices on the loop.

 www.condair.co.uk

 www.nittan.co.uk

 uk.sales@condair.com
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The range
includes a low
height version,
perfect for
young children, a coldwater version for use where a
power is not available, a door option which allows
emptying from the front plus a deluxe versions, one
of which can also
be supplied an
integral water
heater and
touch free tap
suitable for fixed
installations
The Parry
mobile wash
basin has now
been successfully
providing mobile
hand washing
facilities for over
10 years in numerous locations throughout the UK.
Tried, tested, reengineered and now copied many
times, it continues to lead the market in quality,
longevity and value for money.
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 (0)1903 850 200

 01483 769 555

 sales@nittan.co.uk
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DAVID HYLTON JOINS SITEMARK AS WELLNESS CONSULTANT
Independent benchmarking service for the facilities management industry,
Sitemark, has appointed David Hylton to the role of Wellness Consultant.
Hylton has a strong background in the facilities management industry having
previously worked in director-level positions for several FM service providers as
well as running his own business. His career highlights include commissioning
the soft services for the Commonwealth Games in Manchester.
As millions of people experience working from home for the first time, one of
Hylton’s first projects will be to develop a working from home wellness assessment tool, which
will help employers gather feedback about how they can support their staff.
Hylton’s long-term brief is to develop wellness benchmarking criteria to complement
Sitemark’s benchmarking expertise in other areas of facilities management including cleaning,
security and waste management. He will also directly work with Sitemark clients based in the
south east from his location in Surrey.

MACE UNVEILS CHANGES AT FM BUSINESS
Mace has announced a number of changes as it reshapes its FM division. Alongside
a number of new leadership team appointments, Mace’s Operate division will stop
using the ‘Macro’ brand and formally adopt the Mace Group corporate identity.
With the coronavirus rapidly transforming the way that workplaces operate, Mace
has moved forward plans to integrate the Operate division with the wider business.
The change will enable the business to provide clients with more cohesive services drawing on
the wider built environment expertise of Mace’s consultancy, construction and development
arms. Led by Ross Abbate, CEO for Operate, the division has also introduced a new focus on
delivering exceptional workplace experience for its clients. New members of the leadership team
include Marlies Hoogeboom as MD for UK and Europe, Nick Garniss as Centre for Excellence
Director, and Maud Santamaria as Workplace Experience Director.

ISS APPOINTS NEW CEO TO
SUCCEED JEFF GRAVENHORST

ISS has announced that Jeff Gravenhorst is to retire and
will step down as CEO after 10 years in the role. He will be
succeeded by the current Head of the Danske Bank’s Danish
banking division, Jacob Aarup-Andersen, who will start on 1
September 2020.
Aarup-Andersen began his career with Goldman Sachs in
London in 2002 and worked in a number of organisations
before joining the Danske Bank Group in 2012. He has been
a member of the Executive Leadership team of Danske Bank
A/S since 2016 and previously held the role of CFO.
Following a a succession process which included an
internal talent review and a global search, the ISS Board felt
Aarup-Andersen’s “knowledge, skills and experience” would
complement the existing leadership team.
Lord Allen of Kensington, Chairman of the Board of
Directors, ISS A/S, said: “On behalf of the Board, I would like
to thank Jeff Gravenhorst who joined ISS in 2002, becoming
CEO in 2010. During that time, he has led the company
through a major transformation, under both private and
public ownership, shifting ISS’s focus towards key accounts.
Jeff has always put people first and today, ISS is a clear
leader in its industry, providing essential services across the
globe to customers whose needs are varied and who require
flexibility. ISS’s response and unrivalled service excellence
through the current COVID-19 crisis are testimony to the
strength of the organisation that Jeff has helped build.”

IMMEDIATE RECRUITMENT
WE ARE OFFERING COVER DURING THE CORONAVIRUS CRISIS
As more people and businesses are affected by COVID-19, please do let us know if
you require urgent cover or help finding a new position. Covering all of the built
environment, we are trying to help all staff and companies stay afloat.
Please stay safe and if you need anything, call us now on 020 3176 4790.

www.buildrec.com

info@buildrec.com
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BUILDING TALENT
I

Julie Jarvis MD of property & built environment recruitment ﬁrm
PRS discusses the increased demand for building services and FM
professionals in light of the UK’s tentative move out of lockdown

n May, the government unveiled a “conditional
plan” to reopen society, which encouraged
people to return to work if it was safe to do
so. To help businesses deliver a "COVID-secure"
workplace, guidance(1) was published that included
information on social distancing, managing visitors,
cleaning and personal protective equipment (PPE).
While always an integral part of the workforce,
building services and FM professionals have become
a focal point for many businesses looking to reassure
workers that it’s safe to re-enter the premises. The
increased reliance on professionals in this field has
meant that employers are now exploring ways they
can bolster the building services element of their
workforce, but is this easier said than done?

SKILLS SHORTAGES
Securing talent in building services and FM was
a challenge long before COVID-19, and it’s set to
become a lot more challenging. Any FM recruiter
will tell you that one of the biggest challenges is
receiving candidate applications that are strong
enough to progress to the next stage. Right now,
there are typically around 18 roles for every
candidate in building services and FM. And, if
recruiters are finding it challenging, then those
companies handling recruitment in-house will be
having an even tougher time sourcing the most

LATEST JOBS ON FMJ
 SENIOR BUILDING MANAGER
Salary: £50k-£65k + benefits + bonus
Location: London
https://bit.ly/3dln4DT

 Talent pipeline. There may not be an abundance
of professionals on the market, but that doesn’t
stop you connecting with talent in the market.
Those with an Applicant Tracking System
(ATS) should look back at referred candidates,
former employees, interns, and candidates who
reached the final stages of a previous hiring
process. Earmark people for re-engagement and
get in touch to tell them you’re expanding your
network. Remember to be respectful in your
approach, especially as you’re unlikely to know
their current situation both professionally and
personally.
 Talent supply chain. It might sound harsh, but
now’s the ideal time to evaluate your suppliers

going to get more challenging, so you need to
make sure you are partnered with suppliers
robust enough to support the evolving talent
needs of your business.

 PROJECT MANAGER/ FACILITIES CO-ORDINATOR
Salary: £37k-£40k per year + overtime
Location: South East
https://bit.ly/3eBJbGc
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While there’s no silver bullet for attracting and
retaining talent, there are three key areas that
employers can focus on currently:

pandemic. Finding skilled professionals is only

https://bit.ly/2Xno84w
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on how they’ve handled themselves during the

 BUILDING PROJECT MANAGER
Salary: £35k-£40k+
Location: London

jobs.fmj.co.uk

qualified applicants.
Bear in mind that this is a period when hiring has
been put on hold for a lot of businesses, so consider
the situation when employers start looking to rehire
the staff they’ve let go, or want to bolster their
building services and FM offering.
Despite a somewhat bleak outlook, there are still
several things that employers can do right now
to ensure they improve their chances of securing
talent, as well as some considerations that should
feed into their long-term strategies.

Over
250 jobs live
on site

 Flexible recruitment strategy. Contracting is a

specialists can help you access talent quickly
to support the increased workload. The best
way to speed up the process is to team up with
a temporary staffing recruiter, preferably one
that specialises in your sector as they’ll already
have a contractor database and talent pipeline
to draw from.
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?
If businesses remain unable to recruit the right
building services and FM talent, they will have
no choice but to invest in developing the skills of
existing employees and new recruits. This would
require a significant investment in both time and
money, as they would need highly-skilled people
from the offset to kickstart the upskilling as well
as upgrade the overall learning and development
infrastructure. In short, such a substantial and
immediate capital injection coupled with ongoing
financial support thereafter would be a step too far
for some businesses, especially when we’re staring
down the barrel of a recession set to rival 2008.
With the skills gap in this sector set to widen, we’ve
reached a tipping point. The future of the profession
is technology, namely automation and machine
learning, which looks set to replace certain technical
job functions that companies are struggling to hire
for today.
International Facility Management Associate
(IFMA) Fellow, Dr Dean Kashiwagi(2) believes that FM
roles will evolve into:
 FM Professional. C-suite professionals with a focus
on leadership instead of technical skills.
 FM Associate. Highly specialised technical experts
capable of accomplishing tasks that cannot be
automated.
Dr Kashiwagi’s role predictions complement the
Millennial and Gen Z workforce who have grown up
with technology and are therefore more comfortable
incorporating automation into their daily lives.
Furthermore, as stated by independent Analyst
and Founder of Bersin by Deloitte, Josh Bersin,
millennials are being hired into leadership positions
at younger ages more than any other generation(3).
So, perhaps the future of building services and FM
leadership is brighter than it seems. Until then, all
businesses can do is review their talent strategies
with today’s increasingly competitive market in
mind, and get ready to go to war to secure the best
people.

REFERENCE NOTES

growing market across all industries, providing

(1) https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-duringcoronavirus-covid-19/offices-and-contact-centres

flexibility for workers and enabling businesses

(2) www.researchgate.net/publication/327209955_The_
Next_Generation_of_Facility_Management_Nurturing_
Millennial_Leadership

to scale talent up and down. With the months
following the lockdown lift set to be a peak
period for building services and FM, temporary

(3) https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshbersin/2013/09/12/
millenials-will-soon-rule-the-world-but-how-will-theylead/#10ae0c72227a

FM CAREERS - TRAINING 
I personally feel that vocational
education has been underfunded
and undervalued in recent decades.
The Trailblazer apprenticeships,
with their increased rigour and
demanding final assessments, provide
an excellent foundation for acquiring
and demonstrating real professional
competence. After final assessment, the
graduate apprentice is then accepted
into the professional institution (in
our case CIBSE) and becomes part of
an ongoing programme of continued
learning that is designed to ensure that
competence is maintained and up to
date throughout a professional career.

CONTINUOUS LEARNING

BLAZING THE TRAIL
I

The Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers is taking on the mantle of
applied learning, with its wholehearted support of the new Trailblazer apprenticeships.
Angela Ringguth, Professional Development Consultant to CIBSE explains why

n this strange new world, where
building managers are having
to grapple with a whole new
series of challenges, the role of
the building services engineer is
coming into the spotlight. The
training and expertise of the people
who advise on ventilation and air
circulation, the safety of lifts that
have been unused for several weeks
or the recommissioning of hot water
systems is suddenly very significant.
This new recognition coincides
with a radical shake-up of the
training pathway as new modern
apprenticeships put the responsibility
for training the next generation of
engineers back into the hands of the
professional institution.
Like many parts of the built
environment sector, building services
engineering has struggled to recruit
high-quality new entrants and
concluded that the established model,
relying too heavily on university
graduates, is simply not enough.
Apprenticeships have traditionally
been an accepted route for entry into
this very practical profession but had

become a rather neglected and underresourced training model.
The Trailblazer scheme was
established by the government in
response to increasing dissatisfaction
from employers who were finding that
school and university leavers simply did
not have the right skills to fit easily into
a working environment. Government
therefore challenged industry – with
construction being right at the start
of the process – to design its own
qualification system.

CIBSE APPRENTICE PROGRAMMES
CIBSE has been involved from the start
and is now an End Point Assessment
Organisation for four apprenticeship
programmes in England (the devolved
regions run their own programmes with
slightly different criteria). This gives
the professional body the opportunity
both to influence the training to deliver
the skills required by industry and the
responsibility for assessing whether
candidates have indeed acquired those
skills during their apprenticeship.
The four apprenticeships cover both
Building Services Engineering Design

and Building Services Engineering
Site Operations skillsets and provide
qualifications at two levels. The
Technician level apprenticeships are
designed for post GCSE school leavers
and the degree apprenticeships lead to
the professional status of IEng ACIBSE.
This potentially represents a massive
change in the way we deliver further
education. I would argue that we have
sometimes placed too much emphasis
on University learning as the only route
to recognised qualifications. Feedback
from employers suggests that graduates
can be underprepared for the practical
challenges of the working environment,
while the prospect of graduating with
a mountain of debt is increasingly
unappealing to many school leavers.
Putting the professional body in
greater control of the training that
qualifies its next generation ensures the
relevance of the training. I would argue
that graduates who have acquired their
learning while simultaneously applying
it in a live working environment
will have a better, more practical
understanding of the nature and
business of their profession.

In England, professionals whose
operations are deemed to have life
and death consequences are required
to be members of their respective
professional bodies – think of doctors,
lawyers or architects. Such membership
includes a requirement to abide by a
code of practice and to keep skills and
knowledge up to date.
It becomes increasingly difficult
to argue that those responsible for
the quality of indoor air, for energy
management or the safe design of fire
performance in buildings should be
treated differently.
It is entirely logical for the institutions
to be responsible for designing and
assessing the entry qualifications for
their discipline.
So in 2020 for the first time, an
apprenticeship category is included in
the CIBSE Young Engineers Awards.
It aims to be an inclusive award,
open to apprentices currently studying
a Level 3 apprenticeship or above
in building services and related
occupations. Entrants will need to be
nominated by their college, university
or employer and will simply submit
a three-minute video of themselves
talking about ‘Why the role of a building
services engineer is so important’. Entry
is open until 3 August and winners will
be announced in the autumn.
We hope that the award will reveal the
talent and dedication of young people
who have made a conscious decision
to follow the apprenticeship route into
their chosen profession. A route that I
predict will become increasingly valued
and attractive to both young people
and employers.
Full entry details for the CIBSE
Apprentice of the Year Award can be
found on the www.CIBSE.org website.
JUNE 2020
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FMJ chats to a facilities professional about
how they got into the sector and takes a look
at their career path. This month we talk to
Kellie Lord-Thomas, UK Workplace Manager
at Amnesty International.

? How did you progress in FM to
your current role?
I stumbled into the world of
Facilities when I started working as
Receptionist in a multi-tenanted
building, a mix of commercial and
office space. I quickly realised I
wanted to pursue a career in it and I
worked my up to Premises Manager.
My next role, my longest, was for
a charity who advise business on
corporate responsibility. It was here
where I learnt of the pivotal role
Facilities plays in helping to shape
the culture. I used my role to initiate
various employee engagement
activities to boost morale. Over the
years, the role grew from managing
the Head Office to all of their UK
offices. Once this challenge had been
met, I knew it was time to move on. I
joined Amnesty three years ago.
? What has changed about your
job role since the COVID-19 crisis?
E.g. home working, furloughed,
redeployed?
We closed the office to all staff a
week before lockdown and we are
all currently working from home.
Most staff had already adopted
agile working practices but for core
services such as Workplace, it is the
first time we’ve all worked from home
collectively.
? What have you found most
challenging about your job in FM
since the lockdown?
Whilst the technology available has
proved to be a game changer in how
we stay connected, back-to-back
team meetings can be draining. The
combination of listening intently,
concentration and actively looking
at changes in body language can be
quite draining. I miss the ability to

meet face-to-face. It’s a small price
to pay for not having to commute
though. I don’t miss the rush to get
out of the house each morning to get
to work on time. I’m also enjoying
attending webinars and trying to
understand what impact this will
have for the sector going forward.

(Women in FM) in January this
year. The membership has been
invaluable throughout my career, I’ve
attended many networking events
and met many people I admire within
the industry along the way. All have
helped shaped my understanding
and knowledge of the sector.

? What qualities do you think
are most needed for a successful
career in FM?

? Do you believe the pandemic
has highlighted the important
role of the FM sector and the part
its people play in keeping workers
safe and buildings clean and
maintained?

You need to be organised, an
effective communicator and a natural
problem solver. You need to have a
passion for what you do and to not
be easily defeated. You encounter
many different situations, some
bizarre, and you need to be flexible
and be able to respond and lead
during these situations. It can be
unpredictable at times but that’s
what keeps it exciting. It helps to
have a good sense of humor and to
not take things to heart when dealing
with complaints.
? What is your organisation
doing to ensure the safe return of
staff to the workplace?
The first few weeks were focused
on identifying who needed better
D.S.E and procuring for staff. Now my
focus is reopening the building. We
are conscious that some staff are in
difficult circumstances and we want
to provide an alternative space for
people to work if they need to. It has
been extremely busy, and I can’t see
that changing anytime soon.
? Are you a member of any FM
association or body and if so
what benefits do you think they
provide?
I am a member of IWFM and became
a committee member of WIFM

Absolutely. It’s highlighted the
expertise within the sector and the
vital role it plays within society and
the economy. COVID has highlighted
many inequalities and I’m keen the
sector actively seeks to ensure key
workers are paid adequately and
fairly.
? What advice would you give
to someone coming into the
profession now?
Go for it! There are so many
interesting opportunities out there.
Find learnings in every situation you
encounter and don’t be shy to ask
questions. Attend networking events
and meet other likeminded people
who share your passion.
? What do you predict could
be the main changes to the FM
sector due to the impact of the
CoronaVirus pandemic?
I see more people being given a
choice of where they want to work.
The office will still be a vital hub
for collaboration and interaction,
but it will be less desk based than
before. Lots of organsiations will be
rethinking their workplace strategies
and reviewing lease options.

Name:
Kellie Lord-Thomas
Current role:
UK Workplace Manager
Employer:
Amnesty International

FIGHTING FIRES

Mazin Daoud - a Fire Engineer for Sodexo UK
& Ireland has been supporting NHS Property
Services with fire risk assessments for
numerous COVID-19 field hospitals and wards
across England and Wales.
Daoud explains: “Initially I was approached
to write a standard operating procedure for
fire safety risk assessments in COVID-19 field
hospitals, but due to my knowledge of the
risks posed by the oxygen supplied to all the
ventilators, I was asked to assist with the
hospital at the ExCeL, London.
“After completing this I offered my services
to the lead for healthcare fire safety in Wales
and was asked to prepare the fire strategies
for two new Nightingale field hospitals and
two new COVID-19 wards (within an existing
hospital) for the Swansea and Vale University
Health Board.”
While each field hospital and ward had
similarities, Daoud had to provide different
solutions to ensure patients had the
maximum time to escape if a fire did develop.
“The main difference for each assessment
was the level of dependency for the patient.
Those recovering are more able to evacuate
themselves, while with patients on ventilators
just the process of moving them in the event
of a fire is potentially life threatening.
“Low ceiling buildings required using fire
engineering to provide solutions such as
automatic vents to exhaust the smoke and
heat from a fire, while high ceiling buildings
provide plenty of space for smoke and fire
to travel vertically which reduces the risk of
horizontal spread.”
Once his fire risk assessments were
completed they were provided to the
authorities, the NHS and to the local fire
service so that each body has a thorough
understanding of the systems provided and
the emergency procedures and plan.
He adds: “Everyone working on these
projects has worked ceaselessly, sometimes
under very difficult conditions and to
amazing time frames, to complete them to a
high standard. This really has made me feel
very humble.”

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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